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ABSTRACT
This report contains all materials pertinent to an
intensive. evaluation of the environmental health work force conducted
in 21n86 and 1987. The materials relate to a workshop that was one of
the key 4-ools used in conducting the study to estimate environmental
health personnel supply, demand, and need. The report begins with anoverview and synthesis of the workshop and post-workshop
environmental.health work force analyses,- including-a summary of
estimates and a review of the main conclusions and recommendations
developed in the course of the study. The introductory remarks (Faye
Abdellah, Williaia Robinson, Thomas Hatch) and ::eynote address,
"Evaluating-the Environmental Health Work Force" (Larry Gordon),
follow. Summaries are provided of these commissioned papers:
"Assessment of Work Force Needs and Issues: Air Pollution and Noise
Programs" (Ray Mohr); "General Environmental Health Professional:
Water" (John Conway); 'General Environmental Health Professional In
Milk and Food Protection" (C. Dee Clingman); "Work Force Status -and
Outlook in Environmental Health Land Use Planning and Management: The
California Experience" (Richard Roberts); "View of Occupational
Health Manpower: Present and Future" (David Fraser); "Work Force
Status and Outlook in Hazardous Materials Management" (Richard Wade);
"Environmental Health Work Force Demands: The Institutional
Environmental Health Scientist" (Joe Beck); "Work Force Status and
Outlook for Radiological Health Personnel" (Harold Lehman); "Work
Force Status and Outlook'for.General Environmental Health
Professionals Responsible for Solid Waste Management, Housing, Vector
Control, and Nonworkplace Injury Control" (George Kupfer); "Training
a Work Force in the Fields of Environmental Toxicology, Epidemiology,
and Risk AsseZsment" (Christopher Schonwalder); and "Work Force
Status and Outlook for Environmental Health and Science Academicians"
(Gary Silverman). Summaries of workgroup position papers follow on
the topics of air and water; milk and fOod protection and
institutional safety and health; hazardous materials management and
environmental epidemiology/environmental toxicology /risk assessment;
occupational safety and health and radiological health; land use
planning and management and solid waste management, housing, vector
control, and nonworkplace injury control; and academidians. Closing
remarks by_Larry Gordon conclude the report. Appendixes' include a
_glossary-and_bibliograOhy..AYLB).
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Concern .with ,environmental impacts on health has grown in
Since the late 1960's, numerous governmental WOrecent years.
grams have been adopted to address environmental problems related
to air, water, milk, and food, radiation, occupational safety and
health, -noise .and hazardous materials. At the Federal level, new
environmental health agencies have been established, such as the
National Institute .for 'Occupational Safety and Health, National
Institute of Environmental Health Sciences and the Environmental

Protection Agency, to join long established agencies of the
Public Health Service like the Food and Drug Administration in
coping with public concerns in the:area. legislation such as the
Clean Air Act, Safe Drinking Water ,Act and'Superfund have been
passed. All of this activity has created a substantial demand
for additional environmental health personnel.

The growing importance of environmental health is under-

scored by the health objectives stemming from the Surgeon
Geheralis 1979 BaDaaDILB2A1113,2IDDSLUDILADLIDiaes9 Prgnaig106
Of the 226 objectives delineated to fulfill the purposes of that
Report by 1990, 57 (25 percent) are in the areas of toxic agent
and radiation control, occupational safety and health, and acci.r.
A recently issued,M1Jagaiss&
dent prevention- and injury control.
Bayley, of progress toward attaining the health objectives showed
that much more needs to be done. For example, of the 20 objectives in toxic agent and radiation control; mone has yet been
achieved. Four are on track to be met by 1990 and there are no
Among the important
data to track progress on the remaining 16.
objectives related to environmental health are the reduction in
lead toxicity in children, prevention of birth defects and miscarriages due to exposure to toxic substances, the reduction of
work- related injuries or death, and the reduction of the home
injury fatality rate.

In order to achieve these key health objectives and evaluate
the impact of various environmental insults and implement legislation, large numbers of highly trained environmental health proIt is extremely important to know' how
fessionals are required.
many of these health professionals currently exist, the adequacy
of this supply in relation to demand and need, and what fUture
demand and need are likely to be. Currently, little comprehensive and accurate data with which to evaluate the environmental
iii

health work force exist. The supply of environmental health personnel has been variously estimated at between 25,000 and 600,000
depending on 'how the work force is defined and measured. Reports
to the Congress in recent years on the) status of health personnel
have emphasized this lack of data anclnoted that this makes senSiblelanning of educational programs very difficult.

To help close the information gap on the environmental
healtivkvOrk-fOrcer the-Health-Resources and Services-Administxa

tion's Buieau of Health Professions contracted with Levine
Associates, Inc. to quantitatively and qualitatively evaluate
environmental health personnel supply, demand and need and' to
make recommendations concerning the means by which deficiencies
could best be corrected.

The methodology for this evaluation was
(1) develop a taxonomy of the major environmental health
specialties; (2) develop resource materials including a compilation Of existing studies; (3) commission background papers on
the status of the work force in each specialty area; and, (4)
convene fifty of the leading experts in the nation im a workshop
at Airiie House in Warrenton, Virginia on. July 13-16, 1987. A
compilation of previous studies of the work force, the background
papers, and the experts' collective knowledge and expertise were
used as resource materials in making estimates.
to:

The workshop participants represented a broad spectrum of
environmental health areas and all levels- of government, private
industry, academia,and professional associations. They were
organized into'five groups according to the similarity of their
specialties to arrive at a consensus on supply, demand and need
for each specialty. area.
The five groups addressed the following
areas;

Air and Water Quality
Milk & Food Protection and Institutional Safety & Health

Hazardous Materials Management and Epidemiology, Toxicology & Risk Assessment
Occupational Safety & Health and Radiological Health

Land Use Planning & Management, Solid Waste Management,

Housing, Vector Control, Injury Control, and Consumer
Protection & Safety

Following the workshop, the participants in academia developed estimates of the supply, demand and need for faculty in
environmental health using the results of the five groups' position papers.
The workshop and the work performed in preparing background
materials and in synthesizing the various commissioned papers and
iv
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group reports after the workshop fills a void in a most impGrtant
environmental health ,personnel information. The workshop
area:

report is unique and important as the first attempt to
comprehensively analyze the environmental health work force in
its entirety from the standpoint of supply, demand and need.
According to available data and estimates made by the work-

shop participants,_ there are approximately 715,000 persons
employed in professional and technical positions in the environOnly 430i000', or abo4 11 -per-

mental health Vida = force in- 1987:

cent, have formal education in environmental health and can be
Another 155,000 (22
called environmental health professionals.
percent) are professionals with relevant skills such as engineers
and chemists who aLe currently conducting environmental health
The
activities but who have no training in public health.
remaining 480,000 members of the work force , two-thirds of the
total, are technicians or operators who are not academically
trained in programs leading 'to at least a bar:alaureate degree.
There are additional needs today for 121,000 p.ofessionals in the
various environmental health specialty areas.

In

addition to large quantitative needs for more environ-

mental health specialists, the experts found that a large portion

of the present work force is inadequately trained, Workshop
participants estimated that approximately 40,000 members, or 17
percent, of the professional work force is inadequately trained.

Many individuals currently in the work force do
minimum educational, experience or certification
identified, by workshop participants, including
health nurses and physicians, hazardous materials

not meet the
requirements
occupational
managers, in-

stitutional environmental health practitioners, and others. Further, due to rapid change in technical areas and program priorities, the skills and knowledge of durrerit practitioners urgently
need to be upgraded.

The majority of environmental programs involve the adminis-

tration of environmental laws or relate to cleaning up the
environment. Thus, a large ,proportion of environmental health
personnel are employed in government agencies at the Federal,
state and local levels. Practitioners are also employed by industry, educational institutions, consulting firms and others in
Thus, all sectors of society need to be conthe private sector.
cerned with work force problems in environmental health. These
problems are found in a wide array of specialities including
wastewater personnel, milk and food sanitarians, institutional
environmental health managers, environmental epidemiologists,
environmental toxicologists, hazardous waste managers, industrial
hygienists, occupational health nurses, occupational health physicianb, solid waste managers, and environmental health profesShortages
sionals in housing, vector control and injury control.
are particularly acute in the area of hazardous materials management because of a large ...cod for these professionals, the diverV
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sity of skills required, and the necessityto maintain a high
level of competence.
The workshop participants also made projections of environ'mental health work force supply, :demand and needs to 1992. The
work force supply is expected to grow at a rate of about two per-

cent per year, with some small gains in overall quality and
quantity in relation to

need.
In five years shortages will still
Most employees will continue to be professionals from
:other_ fields
rather than envirbnmental health professionals.,

remain.

While the:private sector plays a very important role, prcitection of the environment is primarily the responsibility of the
various levels of government. Therefore, solving the work force

problems identified by the workshop participants should be a

,governmental priority.
According to the participants, if we are
to clean-up our water supply, our indoor and outdoor air supply,
and our hazardous waste sites, protect our food supply, and,

prevent injuries in homes and at the work site, there must be a
national plan.
The experts believed that government has failed
to provide the leadership that it should for such planning Or for

developing the supply of properly trained personnel that

is

essential for effective and comprehensive environmental program
management.
The Public Health Service should take the lead in developing
such a plan to delineate the necessary training and education of
the work force in order to provide needed services efficiently
and effectively.
The Public Health Service should work closely

with the Environmental Protection Agency and other Federal

agencies in the development of a plan addressing education and
training of persbnnel in both formal and informal modes, including bachelors, masters and doctoral degree programs, associate
degree programs, continuing professional education programs, and
seminars, and self-teaching and extension courses.
The plan
should also address the retraining of personnel for service in
new and emerging areas of environmental health, such as risk
assessment. Working together on such a plan would help bring the
Public Health Service and the EnVironmental Protection Agency
closer in developing strategies and programs to meet work force

needs

Participants at the workshop felt that it was essential that
these educational vehicles elis'it Federal support.
It was suggested that a percentage of funding support for each major environmental law should be set aside for this purpose. In addition,
to implement a national plan successfully, all levels of govern-

ment must establish a process whereby education and training

would be available to personnel who are implementing Federal laws
and regulations affecting health, safety and the environment.

vi

Specific recommendations concerning training, education,
credentialing and the utilization of personnel include:

Increase Federal support of basic (e.g., collegiate) education programs in environmental health.

Provide funds to upgrade the professional skills and
knowledge of individuals in technical positions.

Develop-role delineation, models for the major environmental health specialties (as guides to cufkladlUt debild
and credentialing).
Develop basic or core curricula for the various specialties in environmental health.

Place more emphasis on graduate training including the
preparation of academicians.

Establish credentialing (education program accreditation
and practitioner certification) policies and procedures.
o-

Develdp effective continuing education systems.

Explore the cross-training of other health professionals
in the fundamentals of environmental health.
Develop innovative solutions to work forde problems such
as a Food Protedtion Academy modeled after, the FBI
Academy.

Finally, the experts addressed the severe gaps in data that
make work force evaluation and planning extremely difficult. The
following recommendations were made concerning these gaps:
Reliable data about the actual qualifications of indivi-

duals who now serve in environmental health positions
must:be assembled.

Reliable data about educational opportunities in environmental health must be obtained.

Federal funding should be provided for a comprehensive
survey of the current environmental health work force.
Environtental health work force measurement and analysis

funding should be-obtained by the transfer of a small
percentage of service funds (for example, one percent of
the Superfund) to this activity.

vii
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I.

OVERVIEW. AND SYNTHESIS

This teport containt.,ail materials pertinent to an intensive
evaluation of the _environmental health' work fotde condildted-in
A worksh4 was one of the .key tools-used- in con=
198.6 -and-1987.
ductinT thit study. The .workshop btoUght together approximately

experts in the various Areas of, environmental health, from

academia, government agendies, private ihduttry and professional associations to make estimates of environmental teaith personnel
sup, iy4 demand and need.. Previous- estimates of these 'enViron
Irmht il health work force parameters were very limited and impre,
cite. Thdt, cons=idering the- increasing; concern aver environmental issues in .recent years, this study meets an important need.
This -study's 'workshop repretented the dUlmination of d- very

intensive prior effort by LeVine Associates ,and the staff of
Butead of Health Professions in which: 1) an intensive literar
tute search was Conducted to uncover existing data on the environmental health work force; /) thirteen-authors were commis=
sioned :to prepare tackground papers on the various environmental
-health spedialties for distribution prior to the workshop; and,
3) participants mere selected who were ekperts in diffetent spe
After the .workshop was- held, an extensive effort was
cialtie0.
tindettaken_ to synthepite-, analyze and refine' -all workshOp mater=
ialt. This report Contains -the "results of the workshop and the
subsequent findings, synthesis, analysis and refinerirent.

The report begins with an -ovetiriew and synthesis of the
workshop and post-wotkshop environmental health work forde analyteS including a, summary of estimates and a revievi of the main
contusions and recommendations deVeloped in the course of the

study. Thit is folloWed by 'the. introductory remarks and keynote
Next are summaries
address -delivered: on the .eve of the workshop.
of the. commissioned papers and -the position. papers prepared by
-,watkshop participants. The main body of the report ends with
concluding remarks by the keynote speaker Mt., Larry Gordon. Ap-.
pendicet contain a bibliography, workshop _agenda, list of partidipantS,and definitions of terms used at the workshop.

This report. is unique, being, the fitst attempt to analyze
the environmental health work force in its entirety- fro& the

standpoint of supply; demand and 'need.
-an:increasingly important area.
1

It thris fills a-void in

1.1 'THE FIELD &-ENvTONNENtAL HEALTH
In 1979. the Surgeon denralIs Report on health promotion
and
disease,prevention, Healthy:PeoPle, gave special _prominence to
the role of environmental health in improving the
health status
of the American people. Three of the fifteen -priOrity
areas
identified, itrthe--,Report, Toxic Agent and Radiation
Control, Occupational Safety and Health, and Accident Prevention and Injury
:Control, -dealt specifically

with environmental 'health. -Objectives for. the Nati0.4 the 1980 report that initiated
the implementation of the national strategy contained in
Healthy -People-,
cierariy-StatecIthat
control
hazards such as
air_an4-witer etiesions/effluents,tazardbuslOstea,
and occupational exposure and injury is essential to health promotion
and
disease-prevention. Of-the 226' objectives for 1990 listed in the
repoXt 37 or '25 percent Afe-toncethed with
environmental health.

In 1986 the Public iiaaIth-Service published The 1990
Health),bietivea:for ,the-Nation.L_LA Midtourad'ReView,. As the title
ivillicates,:thia:-reportaasesSes progress toward reaching the objectives irrthe-fiat-halfbf the decade. The 20 objectives on
toxic agent and radiation,dontral, for example,
were developed
'iith little or nabaaeline-datA. For the most part,
although it
is clear that great progress has been made, national data are
_still nOt Available to measure achievements in this' area.
In the area of-ocdupational safety and health, 20
Objectives
concerning, the prevention of diseases, injuries and fatalities in
the workplace -were developed. As of 1985, four objectives

latdd to tProving health status had been met or were on track -re=
tote-Met-by 1990. These four concern the incidence

of work-related
fatalities, disabling injuries, skin diseases and disorders, and
vork-days lost due to injuries. Additional objectives
concerned
-with developing standards for occupational safety,
and health and
improving surveillance and evaluation systems are likely to be
achieved:by 1990. The Public Health Service could not measure
progress toward achieving the majority- of the remaining
objectives in this :priority area -due to a_ ladk -of appropriate :data.
Seventeen objectives on accident prevention and injury control were developed in 1980. Three of these were met by- 1985.
Nine more are expected to be met by 1990. Unlike the other two
areas discussed, new data systems to measure progress in this
area were being implemented for the remaining five
objectives;
hoWever, A lack of data still 'takes measurement difficult.

The emphasis on envirqnmental health in the 1990 Zealth,Objectivea and- the expansion of the field of environmental
health

has bada_ significant impact on the environmental
health work
force.. The-demand and neea for many types of practitioners has
increased. Todays' practitioners must have an ever-increasing

breadth and depth of knowledge'.

2
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The EfiVironitientaI Health- Work ,Forte

Environmental health personnel work in a large variety of
disciplines and address a multiplicity of problems in their attempt to :prevent, eliminate and control environmental hazards.
These include:
-

Alt, Water_and soil contamination
'Solid. ,waste management
AV 'Toxic ,viaste:tanageterit
Radiation, safety
Workplace- hazards
I,. Fb00,-contamination
AV "Noise- control

Vector control and Pesticides
Actidental injuries

ppnOteriprOdutt safety
Vehicular safety_
Housing
10,
areas and waters
Land use
.4.. Institutional, health and safety
Employers

The majority of environmental health practitioners are emAccording to
the 1979-Report on ,Allied Health Personnel, these agencieS employed= approximately 80 percent of the work, force. In recent
years, the pekdentage of the work force employed by private in,dustry has been increasing. At the Federal level, in addition to
the Environmental Protection Agency, employers include the Public
Health Service component6 such as the Centers, for Disease
ployecl_by,Federal, state and local public agencies.

Control, the National Institute for Occupational Safety and
.

,

Health, the Food and Drug AdminiStration, and the Natiohal Institute of Environmental Health Sciences. Many state and local government agencies employ environmental health perSonncl, including
public health departments, water and' sanitation departments, enNitonmental protection agencies, agricultuid and fisheries ,dePripartments, labor departMents, and nuclear energy agencies.
vate sector personnel work in industrial organizations, and for
consulting,firms, professional associations, and universities.
Classification

EnVironmental health encompasses many job classifications
and titles, including sanitarian, engineer, industrial hygienist
environmentalist. The title "sanitarian" has been used for
and
half a-century to refer to that practitioner who applies technical knowledge based on the biological and chemical sciences to
reach environmental health goals. The duties of the sanitarian
have expanded substantially in recent years. In the 1940s, the

16

eMphaSis-Wa'S on inspection:

More recently, that. role has shifted

to reflect the Increasing. domplexity of environmental 'health

probIeniS.

resulting froin man's technological advances.

.Several attempts. have been .made to develOR an. all=inclusive

-classification Scheme for the environmental 'health work orce.
The-various sections of the. Artieritan- Public Health ,Absociation
,(APHA), including. the EnVIrOnment .Section, haVe tried to develop
sUdh-ClateiticatiOns
publit health personnel., A -Complete
role delineitiOn for banitatiang was developed-by the National
Environmental 'Health_ Association (NEHA) With financial support
froM tfie .Bureau of Health-Professions. That tole delineation,

tor all

dealing,

only

arbt

with :practitioners in the !Sanitarian" category,. was

step in developing an improved' credentialing ProceSs.
for the profession; The -Sanitarian. role- was
divided .intO three
poSitiOnS, each of Which ,dOuld' be Classified, according to major

"the_

areas of practice, ,pOsitiOnal hierarChy (career 'Mobility)-,, levels
of -positions lentry vS., advanced), types of positiOni (generalist,
vs. specialist).,, and functions. The result of this study was the
report' "Blueprint of KnoWledges,
and Attributes" which was
,used' to develbp,the credentialing prodess, including .profiCiencY
examinations and Self=-ASSessthent tools, for the entry-level.positions of technician and tedbnologist.

By the end of 1987, 31 states had mandatory and five states
had Arluntary regiStration programs for .sanitarian practice.
In
order
qualify for the title of 'Registered Sanitarian- or its

equivalent

(e.g.,

Environmentalist)

in

tfiose states, a profesr-.
teqUirements interms of education and experience vary' somewhat, by 'state. An
increasing number of states are establishirig- a continuing 'educa-

sionai -examination must be passed.'

tion requirement for certification :renewal. NEHA maintains the
'registration prOgrain it 'had developed in the role delineation
project.
A major difficulty in assessing the environmental 'health work
force is that it is composed of persons With very diverse educational backgrounds, ,skill levels, duties and' job titles, who work
in a variety of work settings and ,tinder varying a,uspides, both
governmental and non- .governmental. A clear definition of the
cdtponentt of the work force is -needed _before quantitative evalu .,
ation can. be made: The work force can be-described in two.dimenSigns, a vertical one of job content and a hOtizontal one des.,
cribing level of skill, ,knowledge and responsibility required for
effectiVe ;performance. The work force can be defined narrowly or
broadly. As one paper prepared for 'this workshop noted, "Is -a
,poWer -plant .operator -whose primary responsibility is to generate
power and secondarily to prevent 'air pollution a ,member of the
environmental health 'work force?" Moreover, ,should only those
job categories,:reqUiring- an acadernid degree be included in the
`Work. forte?
The different ways in which this work force has been
defined in the past accounts for the diversity of estimates.
4

-An .apProackto_defining the scope of the Work forCe was pro=
addresS to the VorkdhOpAsee
vided--by--4a.key Gordon
he
,distingUidhed"'environmental
health prOfedIn
-Page, 36).
The formenvironmental
,health."
Sion-610' from "professionals in
and in
er 'CategOry is edUdated in environmental health technology
biodtatidtics.
health_
skills
of
erlidemiOiogY
and
the ,*basic public
Ta a,.'great' extent they are edUoated- in accredited 'schools. of pub;-outside schools
lic 'health, or *accredited environmental prOgramS,SpeOialities
_adAlliey,
:i.t.ino.tiori
in
a
-vatie!,:y
of
:public _health.
toxicologists,
indudtrial
'ethritOnMental epidemiologists and
enists, -milk and fOocI*Sarlitariand, and InstitutiOnal -envircriment,al -health scientists= and managers. Professionals- in environmental -health include geolOgistd, ,erig_ineerd, biologists and phyd-1,cianS*-who -Work in environmental health programs. but have /la_ been
educated in.-an. environmental/,public -health. context.

In addition to these two Categories- of professionals, two
-additional c_ ategOried of environmental health -perbonnel were
These, are the largedt
identified.: technicians and' operators. work-forCe, and are :recategories in, the environmental health
Of
program
_activities and
sponsible for the day-to-day conduct
includean
.academic
degree.
tasks. Their qualifications do not
The-categorfzat ion of the environmental $health. work force
'environmental health- profedsionalS, prointo four -categories
fessionals in environmental health, teohnicians, operators
/demand /need..
Provides- a useful framework for estimating supply
edudational
backprovideS a dist-inCtion:-accorOing
AlsO,
that
rationally
sorts
Out
the
ground' arid- activities performed
Further,
it
-provides
-a
many job titleS- in environmental -health.
framewOrk for ;directing: _prOgramniatid efforts,. such as education
to alleviate perd,onnel dhOrtaget.
-

Education /Training

'Environmental health 'practitioners are trained- in a multidiSeiplinary _.approach toward- controlling; preserving and improv.,
year degree in the biing, the eriVir. nment. At one time, a- fourprerequiSite.
for entry
ological sciences. was not .necessarily a
of
employers
repercentage
into the field-. .Now, an increasingdegrees
in
an
environmental
qui,re four-year or graduate level'
on Public Health
-health' specialty., The second 'Rep6rt to Congreds
that
half
6.: the 26,000
,Personnel in 'the -United - States estimated
work
force in 1978
-danitarians and; indudtrial hygienists fn
and
"4,

.0

had graduate degrees,
had baccalaureate- degrees,. 30 percent had
15 percent had no degree.
The number of educational institutions .offering environmentReport on Public and'
al health, PrograMs is, unclear. The 1979 Schools
offered enVithat -67
immunity 'Health Personnel statedUndergraduate
level
and served
ion-Mental .health- courses, at the
Abotit
15
to
20
-of these
approximatelY 6.00 students per year.
-
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'behocils_had, a.doinprehensive program equivalent to :a major. By
1979 only- six had been .aocredited by the National Council for
:AacreditatiOn-Of Environmental Health Curriculum since,
it -begam
a0Crediting such PrOgraMs in 1967. ,-Of the,150 graduate programs
*ith.qourSeS in this -field reported in 1979-, only 60,, awarded de--greek in .environmental -hearth. About half of those degrees were
awarded by 23- SChoO1S _Of ;publia 'health. A 1980- study by the
American -SOCiety of Allied Health Professions determined thatthere were ]ps: colleges and
.universities with environmental
health 'programs. ACcording. to a 1986- study-,by Trenton
Davis,
there- are 64 schools with Undergraduate- environmental health
pro.
grams.. Of thete, '23-.are accredited by the Accreditation Council.
In addition; 24 -sChOOls of ,public
provide graduate level
training
'environmental, health. -Other :programs- in schools of
:

engineering, mOiCine and, health sciences offer graduate leVel
'training- in Oct) areas as environmental
engineering, industrial
.=hygierie; 'waste management, and occupational health.

The ,Bureau Of 'Health Professions has 'exerted;.a- major influence on environmental and occUpational health training, programs.
=Since 1951,, it hab- -Supplied, financial support at the graduate
level.. The Health, Training, Itprovement ACt of 1970 (P.L. 91-519)prOvided Allied Health .Special Project Grants- =for associate and
-baacalatIreate training_ in ,environmental health. During
1984, 189atildents Were awarded Public Health Traineeships in EnvironMental
-Health. There has been a fairly steady decline in the number
of
trairieeShipS awarded in this :specialty:since 1979 when- there were
300- trainees in the prograM. In addition to support from BHPre.
the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health proVides educational support to the fields of occupational mediCine,
nursing and safety and to induStriai hygiene: A total of nearly
$9 million was provided in each of fiscal years 1984 and 1985 to_._
support 15 Edudational Resource
Centers and other training pro-grams at over 40, Colleges -and universities. A total of 143 graddate- Students and 1148 undergraduates were enrolled in these programs-4_ The National Institute of Environmental Health Science
provides 'Support -for research training
in environmental health
through National Hesearch Service awardS.
Training _programs are
diVided into four environmental areas: toxicology,
pathology',
mutagenesis and epidemiology and statistics.

Credentialing Issues*

Currently, credentialing is

mostly voluntary, except in,
state and local agencies where a state
registration or licensing
law is in effect. Seldom do these laWs
affect nongovernmental
*

This material was prepared by Joe Beck, Western- Carolina
University

The primary -reason -fOr certification in the riongov-,,
governmental -sector is to ehhande job security and pay.
The ,field of environmental health haS long- .accepted' people
einPloyees.

,ernMerital_sectOr is to obtain 'insurance for liability and in the

without -.6- common- knowledge =base and attempted to train thein' in
the agencieS and ,bring ,them nr-up to a ,minimum professiOnal level of

practice. Typidally,, the governinent .first hired and provided
-baseline training and then industry ,-hired' the most :promising or
Mobile of the Tovernment employees. The tremendous expansion and
complexity of today's environmental probleins are reflected in a.large. demand,, for professionals both in government ,and indUStry
which is- not even Marginally -Met by the accredited' programs in.
Environmental Health and' Schools of 'Public 'Health., Faculty
rneMberS of accredited environmental health programs typically
support the 'View "that as awareness. of the quality of our gradtrrates- grows so .does the job market for "them." Faculty -often. state
that they can place far more- students than they can.. attract -into
the prOgrams. 17,n one remote lacation, -at the Western Carolina
-UniVersity nearly three requestS are received for each graduate
even though 'the program is only seven, Years old.
-

itectultMen't into ,tbef 7:AOademic prOgrams is impeded by .t=he-

lack of a singular profeSSional identity with a recognizable -edu-

the large number of ecology/biology prodatiOnal baCkgroUnd
grams. These-pro-grams, referred to as environmental science,
haVe not been able to deliver .cn much more than, ,A biology ,degree

withthe 'same employment opportunities for their graduates as
that of a biology major.
Currently,, credentialing is mostly specialty, certification
such as Pesticide, Applidation, Hazardous Waste,, Mr Pollution
Industrial Hygiene, 'Asbestos RemoVal, Radiation Monitoring, InfeCtion Control, Safety,. or Sanitation. When a; credentialing
program is, available, even on a voluntaky-basis, credibility is
-enhanced and in some cases, legal liability is reduded.
There are only three such -Oredentialing'b,odies which certify
'generalists in environmental health. Thesp are the, \National Environmental Health Association, American Academy of Sanitardians,.
and the Society of Environmental Health ,Scientists, The National
Environmental Health Association require's a bachelors, degree from
an accredited Environmental Health Program plus examination,. or .a
course of study, requiring thirty hour-;s of science,, two years of
environmental health., experiende and examination: The Academy of
'Sanitarians requires relevant masters ,education,, evidence of e-x'ceptional service, .contributIon to the knowledge base of environ
mental health, and .evidence of seven ,Years of employment in the
profession of which two must-be superviSory. The Society fo'
.Environmental Health- ,Scientists requires a bachelors degree in
environmental health from an accredited .program or seventy .hours

of a combination of mathematics, physical and biological science,
7
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contributiomto the field, and varying years of experience dePeficIent,Upon, the IeVel of degree held.

While most view the Sanitarian as a'SpeciariAt in the field of sanitary sciences, the
terni
uSed. by-the Academy' and the National Environmental Health

'Association to denote a generalist. The name Sanitarian- is widely',
d by
and state governments-and within the Federal
§oVetnment's United ,States Public Health Service, but is seldom
:used by nOngoVernmentAl-Organizations.

NO ,firm 'figures .exist on the size .of, the environmental
healtlywOrk force.. Estimates in the patt of the total work force
liaVe ranged frOm 25,000 to 700,000, depending on the definitions
used.
The larger 'estimates .of the environmental health .work
force come froM a. 1974 "survey conducted by the-tUreau of the
Census and reported, in &National Adademy of Sciences Study
11/911,11rie- V: -friiiu9szittrls21....EnNirannantal2.211uticza,Cpnts.61):,
That
=study reported approximately 700,000 personsAireotly employed in
environmental protectlon..

A number Of estimates of selected key compOnents of that
work force have been made. The 1974 survey., identified about
135,000 professionals working in:- environmental protection or. pollution Control, but onlyabout 25,0.00 of these dealt primarily
with:the human health implications of environmental hazards.
In
117,9, the' National -Environmental Health Association estimated
that there were approximately 18,000 - 201000 sanitarians in the
-work force. In the same, year, the American industrial Hygiene
AbsOciAtion-estimated that there were just over .5,000 industrial
hygienists. The Major changes in and immediately after this per iod- were a trend away from 'the general practice typical of the
1'960s to specialty' practice and an increase in induAt.ial employment of environmental tkalth.specialists.'
The Secons7;at.psuag1191.ga,s_suL..P.abliaa..3241.tb_22.r.aa1nal

112.821 estimated that there were 82,000 environmental health pro-

feASIonals'in 1980, 15,000 of- whom had graduate training in the
TheSe were reported to include:
?0,000 sanitariAns

6,000 industrial hygienists
4,000 teachers and researchers
26,000 occupational'safety and health specialists
2,000 Occupational health physicians and
24,000 occupational health nurses.

8
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The Eif
of- .Health - Personnel (1986)- made no overall estimate of the size
of the emi,irohMental health work force. -Instead-, it summarized
am Assoc,iatiOnof State and Territorial Health Officials study on

This indicated that
fuit-ime eq4valent health agency staffs.
the agencieS,employed slightly more than 6,000 environmental
health profeSsiphals of all types in 1982, including sanitariahS',
engineers, industral hysiervistk, and researchers

It is clear 'that there is much disagreement about the size
of the environmental health work foree. There are several reaAh, important one is the lack of generally acsons for this..
cepted definitions of the: scope of environmental health and the

discrete ,specialtas that- compose its work force.

Although

NEHA's role delineation. effort provides a definition for sanitar-

ians, no similar definitions have been madefor other specialties. Other factors that hinder accurate determination of the
,personnel supp4 are the diversity (4 job t4tles, the wide variety of respongibilities and Ilrograms in environmental health,
differing employer agencies among the state's, and the ,highly
varied professional, technical and administratiVe skills and
knoWledge required in environmental health settings. The diversity of training programs and lack of an umbrella professional
organization also make measurement difficult.

fact of the Federal Government
The Federal Overhment has always played an important role
in coiling with environmental health problems. This role has been
expanded in the past twenty years. Federal legislation creating
new- environmental programs -since 1970 has had a significant impact on the need for -envirohmental health personnel. Following

C.)

the enactment of the National Environmental Policy Act (1969),
the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) was created, and subsequently major environmental programs were enacted including:
The Clean Air Act (as amended in 1970 1974 and 1977);

The Federal Water Pollution Control Act (as amended in
1972 and as amended by the Clean Water Act of 1977);
The Safe Drinking Water Act of 1974 (as amended in 1977);
The Resource Conservation and Recovery Act of 1976;
The Toxic Substances Control Act of 1976;

The Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Podenticide Act
(as amended in 1972, 1975, and 1978); and

The Noise Control Act of 1972 (as ameaded by the Quiet
Communities Act of 1978) -;
9
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The EPA was created to be the focal point for environmental
,problems. EnvironMental programs, were transferred to it from

other agencies.

Since then several new environmental health

agencies' have emerged in the'Public Health Service, including:

National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health
National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences
Center for Environmental Health, CDC
Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry

The Federal government's impact on demand 'for environmental
health personnel has not been matched by support for the supply.
Only modest funding has been available for education and training. The private sector is' playing an increasingly important
role in work force supply/demand.
Many companies are establishing environmental health positions.
Private sector demand will
continue to increase significantly., Thus, addressing work force
issues adequately will require cmilbined the efforts of government
at all levels, private industry and professional associations.
1.2

PROJECT METHODOLOGY AND PROCESS

The Bureau of Health Professions (BHPr) of the Public Health
Service is responsible for collecting, analyzing, and
reporting
information on `the_ supply, deMand, requirements, an distribution
'of all personnel in the health professions, including those in
environmental health.
In its biennial reports to the Congress on
the status of health personnel, the BHPr is required toAprovide
up-to-date informatien and analyses on training, supply, and demand in each health profession. The Bureau has been u_ nable to
obtaim accurate estimates for environmental health for these reports.
This results, primarily from'definitional problems in the
field and a lack of accurate and Ourent data on the work force.
Although, surveys of environmental health, personnel and employers can obtain needed data, they are costly, in time and
money. Moreover, much work needs to be done before surveys can
be initiated'.
The scope of environmental health and the functions, activities and capabilities of the providers of services
need to be defined.
Rapid expansion in many areas has made it

difficult to define the boundaries of environmental health and to
delineate the functions and-responsibilities of the work force.
In an 'effort to rectify this situation and develop estimates
of the size of the environmental health work force, the Bureau of
Health Professions contracted with Levine Associates, Inc. to
commission a series: of papers by and conduct a workshop of egperts in the-fiel'd.
The experts were asked to- synthesize the
current knowledge On the supply and required competencies of and
the' demand and needs for environmental health personnel.
to addition, Levine Associates was directed to assist in developing
10
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strategies for the acquisition and analysis of environmental
health work force data and to provide Federal, state and local
governments, academic institutions, and. professional organizations
with information for program and training activity developnent.

The Bureau has used workshops effectively several times in
recent years to discuss and resolve important issues pertaining
There was a workshop ,on preto environmental health,persennel.
paration for ,practice in this field in July 1981. Among the
highest priority issues there were =the availability of qualified
faculty, training needsof currently employed personnel, and defining the competencies to be achieved by graduate- training in
Another meeting of environmental health
environmental health.
specialists-was held in November 1984 on needs for training, particularly in risk assessment. Development of a model approach to
risk assessment and hazard elimination was recommended.
As a, first step toward meeting the project's objectives and

preparing for the workshop, Levine Associates worked with its
consultants, Mr. Larry Gordon, Director of the New Mexico Depart-,
merit of Health and Environment, sand Dr. LaWrence Krone, Chief of
the Delaware Bureau of Environmental Health, to develop a working,

definition of the field of environmental health. A literature
search, -of existing definitions of the field was also conducted.
The following definition was selected:
Znvirorgental Health is the systematic development, promotion anu conduct of measures that modify or otherwise control those external factors in the indoor and outdoor -environment which might cause illness, disability or discomfort through interaction with 'the huthan system. This includes not only health and safety factors, but also aesthetically desirable conditions "in accordance with community
demands and expectatinns.

This definition covers the diverse specialties within the
field of environmental health. As the project was limited to ten
commissioned papers on the various specialties, the next step, was

to combine and merge the different specialty areas into ten
groups in such a way that all environmental health practitioners
The following groupings were determined:
were included.
I.

Air:

II.

Water:

Indoor and Outdoor Air Quality and Noise Control.

Water Quality (wastewater control) and Water

Supply.

III. Milk and Food: Protection Of the Milk and Food Supply.
IV.

Land Use Planning and Management: Land Use Planning,
Resource Management, Transportation, Population growth
and other related activities.
11
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V.

Occupational Safety and 'Health:

Industrial Hygienists,

Occupational Safety personnel, Occupational Health
Physicians, and Occupational Health Nurses.
VI.

Hazardous Materials: Hazardous Waste Management, Tox:c
Substance Control, and Other Related Activities.

VII. Institutions: ,Institutional Safety & Health and
Radiological Health.

VIII. Other Areas: Practitioners not covered -by the first
seven topics, including those working in HousIng, Solid
Waste Management, Vector- Control, Injury Control (Nonworkplace), and Consumer Protection and Safety:.
IX.

Risk Assessment, Epidemiology and Toxicology: Risk
Assessors, Environmental Epidemiologists, and Environmental Toxicologists.

X.

Academicians:
Faculty in Environmental Health and
Science Programs (at the undergraduate and graduate
levels in and outside of schools of public health).

It was determined that the commissioned papers should focus
,primarily on professionals as this was the group in which the
Bureau of Health Professicns Is most interested. A professional
was defined as -"a person filling a position for which at least a
Baccalaureate degree is usually required and conducting tasks
that meet the definition of environmental health."

Many individuals in environmental health were contacted to
identify potential paper authors for the above-listed topics and
possibre workshop participants. The staff telephoned the many
professional organizations which represent the field, including:
0

.
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National Environmental Health Association
American Public Health Association
American Industrial Hygiene Association
Association of State and. Territorial Health Officials
American Academy of Environmental Engineers
Association of Schools .of Public Health
American Association of Occupational Health Nurses
International Association of Milk/Food and Environmental
Sanitarians
Water Pollution. Control Federation
American Waterworks Association
Air Pollution Control Association
National Environmental Training Association
National Solid Waste Management Association
National Restaurant Association
Public Health Foundation

12

The following Federal government agencies were contacted:

Environmental Protection Agency
US kavyFood and Drug: Administration, "PHS

Health:Resources-and Services AdminiStration, PHS
National institute of LOironmental Health Sciences, NIH
o-

National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health,
-mg

4 Center for Environmental Health, CDC
Agency for Toxid Substance and Disease Registry, PHS
In addition, muterour-state and- local government agehcies,
academic institutions and 'industries were =telephoned.
As a result ,of these-contacts, a long list of environmental health professionals with interests in-manpowervas developed. At the:same
time, a literature search of published, unptiblished and on -going

research on the environmental health work force vas.conducted.
ten topic
Pertinent articles were summarized according to
areas.

-A complete bibliography is included in the Appendix E.

Using the-list of potential authors and participants and
1#ith the aid of the consultants.and-the Project-Officer, Mr.
Barry Stern,- authors 'for six :of the topic areas w_ bre selected.
:The National Environmental Health Association was contracted do
select-the remaining four authOre and oversee their'papers.

An outline and-set of definitions for use by the authors
Definitions for credentialingi supply, demand,
were developed.
meed,:and other related terms were determined-to ensure that they
were used-cOnsistently by-the authors. In addition, each author
yai, given the Portion(s), of the literature search summary which
]pertained.to his/her topic:area. The outline whieh guided_ the
authors included the following:
Description of -the area and work force;

Requirements for Practice, including education, credentialing. and professional development;
Education;

Supply, demand, need, and requirements of current workforce;

o- Historic:trends in supply and demand;
Future supply and demand;

Implications of current, past, and future supply/demand
for education;

Implidations'of current, past, and-future supply/demand
for =employers;
-41

Data gaps;-and,
Condlusions and recommendations.

Workshop participants and alternatives were chosen from the
Participants were selected on
large listing developed earlier.
13
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the baSIS, of :their .work force sector (a;ademic, ,state/local gov,ernirteriti, private/industry, .association or,Federal,gOvernment),
,previous work or interest in manpower studies, specialty field,
and geographic location.
selecting the approximately '50' -par,Levine Associates, and the -project Officer tried to:

enSure.'Oat each work force sector was equally represented and
that representatives of the primary professional
were ;PreS'eriE. The .final particiPant- list is .given inorganizations
-Appendix B.
.plan's were Made to hold the workshop at Airlie House, 1
workshop - center in Warrenton, Virginia Ori July 13 16,
-1987..

:arrangements were made by Levine Associates. An agenda, which
provided- for the ,preStptat-ion- of introductory
and commissioned
papers and for ,conducting three Workshop -sessions and two plenary
-sessions was
Copy is :Contained' in Appendix A.
All

four -workgroups' were created,

considering;
one of the following topics' for all environmentaleach
health
special
-(1): factors TrirpaCting on Supply/demand/requirements now
and in the future; .(2) current and future status of enVironmen
Originally.,

al health work force supply/demand/requirements; (3) meet lug the
demandtreqtarements for environmental health: .personnel; and (4)
quantitative and qualitative -shortages that need to be overcome
in aSSuring, an adequate work force. It was 'later decided that
the -Workgrbups could 'better faCias- On the key issues of .supply-,
deMand. and need if each waas assigned -specific specialty areas.
The -f-ive .workgroUPs which were finally set, up to addresS, work
force ,charaCteristics-'we're as follows:
Air-and Water
Ailk and Food- and fristitUtional Safety & :Health
,Hazardous- Materials Management, Risk Assessment, .EpidemiolOgy and Toxicology
OC6uriational Safety &. Health and Radiological Health
Land, Use Planning. & Management, -Solid Waste Management,

Housing, Vector Control, Injury Control, and Consumer
Protection,* Safety

Each participant was assigned to the group that most closely
matched his/her training, and current-position. Care was -alo
taken, to ensure_ that ,each, group had representatives from the Federal 'government, state/local agencies, industry, professional
bigentiationS, and academia. Geographic representation was also

',Considered. in group aSsignMents'.

,GrouP leaders were selected from among the participants by
the Project Officer and Leine Associates staff for their experiince in leading- group, discussions and developing Consensus-. ,judgments on the issues addressed. -A reporter was also chosen to
make group reports during plenary sessions. Members of Levine
AsSOclates' staff 'served as recorders for each
group.
recorder was used for continuouS-coverage of all sessions. A tape
14.
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Although the groups were not required to pursue a specific
agenda, they were charged with addressing the following issues:

Definition of the environmental health work force with
particular reference to the specialties considered by the
workgroup.

Current and future status of the supply, demand and needs
in the various specialty areas.

1 Factors impacting on supply, demand and needs, currently
and in the future.

Meeting the demand and needs for environmental health
personnel.

Setting priorities for an adequate work force.
s,

A plan for collection of data on the environmental health
work force.
A copy of the detailed "Charge to the Workgroups",-which was
distributed to all participants prior to the workShop, is provided in Appendix C. The major goal, was to arrive at quantitative
estimates of the supply, demand, and need in each specialty area
using :material in the commissioned, papers, data from the litera-

ture-search, and information and judgment provided by workshop
participants.

The table shown on the :next page was' SCoMpleted for

The tables for each specialty area
each major specialty area.
were combined to produce estimates of the current supply of and
'demand and-need for the total environmental health work force and
by 1992. nese estimates are discussed in the next section.
1.3 ESTIMATES OF_SUPPLY/DEMAND/NEEDS
The method employed-at theWorkahop was to divide the participants into five-groups each responsible fot estimating,supplyt
demand-and need in,:tWo, environmental health specialty-categories.
taCh workgroup conducted intensive-deliberations ,which resulted
in 'position papers supporting-the estimates. This task was diff=.
icult becauser as identified, in the group discuSsions and in the
background- papers, there are numerouslimitationa,-and constraints
ofv,making accurate -estimates of work force supply/demand/needs in
environmental health. The most important of these are:
Defining Supply/Detand/Need

In analyzing the work force in health there are generally
accepted definitions of work force supply, demand- and need. The
concept of supply usually connotes "qualified" supply - members
of-the work force who have attained certain credentials such as a
15

TABLE- SHELL` oR ESTIMATES OF WORK FORCE SUPPLY, DEMANDAND NEED
,-y

SPECIALTY- AREA:

=2LX

YEAS

DEMAND

NEED

I

1992

pEkNITIOA
Supply:

The number of qualified personnel available to practice
in a given occupation, including the employed (or self:employed) and those seeking :employment in the field.

DOOna:

The number of funded positionsA:A a given occupation,
whether filled 'or unfilled.

The number of persons in an occupation judged by experts as required for a desirable level of service.
college degree, a certificate, or a license. This definition was
difficult to apply across the specialties and caused confusion
in

some workgtoubs and some lack of comparability of data across
specialties.
In synthesizing the data, only "qualified" persons
were counted in the "EH (Environmental Health) Professional"
column of Exhibit 1.1. The number of professionals in need of
more training, was estimated and shown in the "Other Professional"
column of Exhibit 1.1 as well as in Exhibits 1.2 and 1.3. Also,
the concept of "demand" =was difficult for the workgroups to apply

since demand is defined as "funded" or "budgeted" positions in
the specialty.
For most specialties in environmental health no
such data exist. Thus the data synthesis has deleted demand
data.
On the other hand, the concept-of "need" presented little
difficulty and the data are considered to be reasonably accurate.
o

Defining the Boundaries of Environmental Health

All activities related to controlling environmentally influenced disease can be said to impact on health but some are more
16

directly related- to -health than others. 'Even thOSe with very
indirect effeCtS on -healtlr May 'influence the quail ty of life and',
.considered` to 'be within the domain .of health. The
can
limits .of eiroiiinental health must be clearly defined in order
-generally -acceptable and consistent :measures of the
to deii
Oire-

Work _fOrce:.,.

Diversity of EnVironmental .Health

The- diVersity in environmental health exists along many disubject matter, technologies- employed, settings, em:ploY.eki., provider roles, and clientS. There is alsO,,geographic
,diversity. Some .environmental fiealth problems are, more ,prevalent
This diVersity, is
n certain areas of the nation than in OtherS.
the large nuMber of interest groups and professional
:reflected
MernitiO4

.'associations 'in- 'environmental 'health.,
Rapid .Change

-Recognition- of the Chemical and physical determinants of
environmentally included health prOblems is increasing. As programs are ebtablished :to- address the problems, the environmental
health. field is experiencing significant changes in program conterit, emphaseS, Size-and new job. titles are .created as the demand
fOr ,pettontiel ekpandb. Keeping accurate count of perSonnel supply 'and -dernan0

such a' dynamic situation is a difficult task.

RoIe Articulation
There are no widely accepted career ladders in environmental
health: Career ladders .articulate the educational requirements'
for the various levels of knowledge: and expertise required. Cre,e:

-dentialing criteria, ,such as acadethic degrees, certification,

registration and licensure, could be more easily formulated if
acceptable career ladders existed. Credentialing makes the detertination of valid estimates of work force supply/demand/needs
more accurate.

Overlapping

There is considerable overlapping of areas of responsibility
measures that are taken to solve problems, and in activities and
responsibilities- of personnel who carry out these measures, thus
decreasing the accuracy of estimates of supply and demand.

within the field of ,environmental health -- in problems, in
, Evaluative Criteria

Criteria' are lacking with which to evaluate outcomes of en-

virom.,ental health interventions. This makes it difficult to
determine workforce needs scientifically. Thus, expert judgment
bedomes the sole basis for assessing needs. But this approach
17
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doet, not -diffee ftoin- .work ,force assessments that ate Made in
other -health, fields where the long-term. outcomes of inter_ VentiOns
are 'aIso',nOt .read114- measurable.
Data. ;Bases

A major concern of the workshop
health, WOO force. Existing data are fragmented', limited to -selected' occupations" and outdated. C'onsidering the growing, irrpott-_Ance-:ok environmental health, the participants- -believed that the
establishment of 'a- domprehenSiver accurate and current data base
oni :work" :fOkbe ,iipply/i;ieiwil/rie'edt' is a high prierity -goal.

was the absence. of timely,
accurate and relevant data for evaluating
the environmental

Despite these severe constraints, the participants were -able
-able
-to use available
and expert judgMent to =reach -consensus
on a_ ,doMprehenSiVe -set of estimates. While not a SubStitute for
.primary.-datal,cdliedted in sueVeyb-, theSe estimates d.o provide
useful information Rik the development of plans and polidies to
aOhieVe, an :adegUate environmental 'health work force.The . -Es t imates

Exhibit 1.1 summarizes the quantitative findings regarding
work force :supply from each workgrOup's position papers. The
data show that there are an estimated 715,000per0-orinel in the
environmental health work totce. Two- thirds of these are tedhni'Clans and operatorg. Abo'it one in ten are environmental health
professionals. The largeSt spedialty area
is water ;- watersupply
and wastewater
accounting for over 50 percent, of the entire
-work- -force. The next largest Area is air quality with 100,000
workers. ;However, less than five perdent of the ,a-ir and water
categotieS work fOrde consists- of environmental health .profes.sionals. The third laigest category is occupational safety and
health with 96;000 personnel, nearly half of whom are environmental 'health piofessionals.

Participants at the workshop felt that supply and demand
were essentially- in balance for most specialties. They did, however, estimate that thete are now at least 15;000 vacancies.
Exhibit l.2 takes a close- look at the 235,000 professionals
in the field of e_ nvironmental health in 1987. Nearly 40,000, or
'17 percent of all professionals in the field, need additional
training. While half of these are occupational health nurses, 9
of the other 17 categories also have significant numbers who need
additional training. In addition, 121,000 more professionals are
-needed in environmental health. About half of
the additional
persons are needed in the specialty of hazardous waste.
EXhibit 1.3 provides projections to the year 1992. Although
there are some differenceb, the problems identified for 1987
are
18
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ItirOjected:tOHCont4nUethrOugh 1992. Although the number of addit4Onai&ofessionals needed' by 1992 is projected tO-dedline, from1:24206' td- 74,400, the number needing- additional training is eXT,pected:to::ri60, slightlY.

.4

RECOMMENDATIONS

Among, the many- recommendations made- by the workshop Partici-,

pants for meeting both quantitative and ualitative needs were:

Increase Federal support of basid

(e.g.,

collegiate)

_.education programs.

4- Provide funds, to upgrade the professional Skill's and
knowledge of .individuals in technical poditionS.

-o rDevelop 010 delineation models for the major enN irOnMental -health specialties.

Develop a basic or core curricula for the various
specialties in environmental health.
o

Place more emPhasis on graduate training including the
preparation of academicians.

Establish credentialing (accreditation of educational
iprograMs and certification of people) policies and
procedures.

. Develop effective continuing education system.
Explore the cross-training of other health professionals
in the fundamentals of environmental health.

Develop innovative solutions to work force problems such
as

a Food Protection Academy modeled after the FBI

Adademy.

A.major conclusion of the experts was that there is a great
need, for the U.S. Public Health Service to play a more active and

meaningful role in expanding and improving the environmental
Leadership should be provided in developing
health work force.
Together with the
effective environmental program management.
Environmental Protection Agency and other governmental agencies
and professional associations, a national plan should be develop-

ed by the Public Health Service for meeting work force needs.
That plan should include study of appropriate labor markets in
terms of responsiveness to emerging environmental legislation and
programs, and delineation of policies to stimulate the development of needed occupations and,skills.

19
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F,inally; there was unanimous agreement that severe data gaps
exist h. -t must be Closed. Considering the size of the work
force and
importance to the health of the American
people, thene,ed for accurate and reliable data on supply/demand/needs Is clear.
The Federal government has an appropriate
role 14 funding a..coMprehensive ,survey of the -environmental
health work force as defined by the experts. One possible source
of funding is a percentage (one percent suggested) set-aside from

its vital

one -or more of the -environmental health laws (e.g., Superfund).

20
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1.1 'ENVIRONMENTAHEALTHWORK FORCE SUPPLY (FTEs), 1987
-GROUP

SPECIALTY

PROFESSIONALS

TOTAL

EH

II

714000

80,000

i55:000

219,000

Air'- Quality Workers1
Water' Supply ,Pers-Onns13

100,000
186,000
219,000

4,000
8,000
8,000

14,000
34,000
36,000

10,006
60,000
90,000

8,000 11

2;0001]
14,0001'

Mille,andTood'Sanitarians
InsitUtiOnal EnVironMental
Health- Manager/Scientist.
'Environmental Epidemiologists
Environmental. Toxicologists

V

14,000
18,000

.400011

500

MMOMO

MMIM

3,000
300

Industrial Hygienist
1?ocUpit4ohal Health Nurses
Occupational physicians7
OccuOational SafetyTersonne18'
Radiological-Health Personnel9

14,600
29,000

11,000
11,000

Land-Use Planners
Solid Waste ManagersAnd Support ,Personnel
-Housing Workers
Vector-Control Workers
Injury Control Workers

4,000
11,000

2,00010
1,00010

2,000
1,000

.9;000

32',

1,00010
1,00010

1,000
1,000
300

12,000
30,000
4,000

31,6po
10,000

2,100

18,000

2000_

13,000
1,000

13000

2,100

loom"
300011

1,000-

100

84,006
-85,606-

010.111

MD

9,700

72,000?'

0111.11101111116

20,000

1111111.11101110111

2414000'1

00410 MIMI

HazardoUSNateriali ManageP

300,

OPERATORS

4,000

500
3,000

Academicians

Note:

TECHNICIANS

OTHER_

TOTAL

,Waste*ter ,Personner.

7,000

01.0.MM

110=11.

4/1010110111

MM.. MO

5,000
2,000

01110111011.

=MM..
MO.101111

01110111110.111

1111i.'
MMOI114111.

MMMM

MMMM

011101110111,11*

Footnotes for this table may be found on pages 24 and' 25.

Definitions of specialties and other key terms are in Appendix D.
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-EXHIBIT 1.2

SUPPLY-AND NEEDS: PROFESSIONAL WORK FORCE
RONMENTAL HEALTH, BY SPECIALTY, 1987

ommismww.

SPECIALTY
TOTAL

ell.

NEED ADDITIONAL
TRAININg*

2352000
38i000

Water .Supply

42,000.
444000'

MII
40,

10,00W

500
5,000

i8,000
500
3,000
10,000,

Industrial Hyg.

11,000

Occ. -Nursing

29,000

18,000.

Occ. Phys.
Occ. Safety
Rad. Health

3,000
28,000

2,000
5,000

1,000

500

Solid, WaSte

Houeing
Vector
Injury
Academicians

ADDITIONAL
PERSONS
NEEDED
1214.1111L

:Env. Vox.
Haz. -Materia4-

Land.- Use

41.4.0.11.

SUPPLY

IPIAL

Air

Wastewater
Milk/Food San.
Init.-Env,
Env. Epi.

VINNINAMOmMolmm..m...

IN ENVI-

8,000

4,000
2,000
2,000
2,000

500

500
500

400

OM

2,100

ND

M GOD M

6,500
10,000

7,00W
10,000
100
400
65,000
2,500
410.0
Ow

2,000
3,500
5,000
4,001
5,000
200

Estimated by BHPr and Levine Asscciates after the workshop
was concluded, based on notes taken during conference
discussions.
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EXHIBIT 1.3

/./.. .111
SUPPLY AND NEEDS: PROFESSIONAL WORK FORCE
RONMENTAL HEALTH, BY SPECIALTY, 1992

IN ENVI-

SUPPLY

NEED- ADDITIONAL

B2ECIALTX
TOTAL

Air
Water ,Supply
Wastewater
Malk/Food,
Env. Epi.
Env. T:ix.

Haz.,Materials
r;Industrial Hyg..

Occ.
OcC.
-Occ.
Rad.

Nursing
Physi
Safety
Health

-Lanse-,
Solid Waste
HOUsing
Vector
Injury
Adademicianb

TOTa

THAWING*

297 450

318101

19,000
44,000
47,000
11,000
12,000
750
3,500
500380
14,000
33,000
5,000
26,000
14,000
3,500
4,000
4,000
4,000
500
2,200

MO MO MO MO

MO MO.1110

OM MO MO MD

500
3,000

5,000

20,000
3,000
5,000
MO MO MO MO

1,000
1,000
1,000
MO OM MO Sob

MO

11.

MO

ADDITIONAL
PERSONS
NEEDED
218.411
MO MO OM WM

6,800
10,000
6,500
104000
200
2,000
25,000
_4,000
OMOOMO

2,000
MO111111.10

11011 OM 400 MO

3,000
4,500
400
farsAIMIMMI./0411M/NINOWIMAINI.

Estimated by BHPr and Levine Associates after the workshop
based on notes taken during conference
was concluded,
discussions.
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NOTES TO EXHIBIT 1.1
(Note:

The abbreviations EHP and PEH refer to Environmental

Health.2rofessiOnals and Professionals in Environmental Health).
(1)

Numbers derived from Group 1 Position Paper as follows:

Total work force ,in Air: 27,925
-TechnicianS: 10,150

All Professionals: 17,775 = 18,000
Env. Health Professionals:
Epidemiologists
Toxicologists
Env. Engineers
170'5 (PEH, EHP)
Physicians
Sanitarians
:!IL

15,500
10% (Est. % EH prof. in group)

1,550 (includes portion of chemists)
Other Professionals:
18,000
- 4,000

14,000

75
100
2,000
50

( -1/2 of '200)

-50=

2,275
1,550
3,825 = 44000- (t0)'

(PEN)

(2)

Number of operators derived from estimates of 1981 EPA Workshop (p. 143).

(3)

Numbers derived from Group 1 Position Paper as follows:

Total Work force in Water: 186,000
Technicians: - 60,000
Operators: - 84,000

All Professionals:
Env. Health Professionals:
42,000
4,300

X

37,700
10%

42,000

Epidemiologists
Toxicologists
Env. Engineers
Sanitarians

(includes portion of chemists)

3,770

Other Professionals:

100
200
1,000
3,000

(1/2 of 400)

4,300
3,770
8,070 = 8,000 (EHP)

42,000

- 8,000

34,000

(PEH)
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Technicians Include 85,000 Operators.
Group 1 Position Paper as follows:
Total Work force in Wastewater: 219,800
Technicians: - 90,000
(4)

Numbers derived from

Operators:- - 85,000
44,800
All Professionals:
Epidemiologists
Env, Health ProfesSionaldi
Toxicologists
EnV. Engineers
44,800
Sanitarians
4r300

4,.300

40,500
10%
X
4,050
Other. Professionals:

4,050

8,350 = 8,000 1EHP)
44,800
- 8,350

36,450 =

(5)

106
200
2,000
2,000

36,000 (PEH)

Group III's paper states that the 1987 supply is 50r000.
This 'refers to people, not FTE's. Assuming that about 20
percent of their time is spent in hazardous materials management gives a supply of 10,000. The majority are not EH
Professionals; the estimated split is 300/9,700 (EHP /PEH).

(6)

Group IV's paper estimates a 1987 supply of 11,000. This
Estimated demand
reflects only COHN's and COHN eligibles.
(29,000) includes all positions, regardless of credentials.
The uncertified are considered "Other" professionals.

(7)

Group IV's paper provides estimates 1,200 as the 1987 fully
The demand estimate (3,000) includes all
qualified supply.

positions regardless of qualifications.

Uncredentialed

practitioners are counted under "Other" professionals.
(8)

26,000 supply of professionals based on a 1977 NIOSH report;
arbitrarily split 50/50 into EH Professionals and "Other".

This is less than the position paper value because we exclude OH physicians and nurses included in other categories.
(9)

Assume 15 percent EH Professionals, 85 percent other professionals, and an estimated, 2,000 rad. protection technicians

(10) Professional totals from Group V Position Paper arbitrarily
split 50/50 into EH Professionals and "Other ".

(11) These estimates by BHPr and Levine Assoc. were made after
the workshop was concluded based on notes taken during the
conference and do not appear, in workgroup position papers.
25
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1L WELCOME AND OPENING REMARKS
FROM THE PUBLICAEALTH SERVICE
Faye G. Abdellah
-Deputy Surgeon Geheril and
Chief Nurse Officer
Good evening ladies and gentlemen. It is both cal honor and
avrivilegeito be -with you. It is especially refreshing .to be
,Withenvironmentil health-specialists.

gyring you greetings trOm our Surgeon General, Dr. C.
Everett,Koop and'congratulations to Levine AssOciate6 and the
Bureau of Health Professions who planned this important workshop.
The initiative that you are-taking,to focus on supply, demand and
needs irr,the environmental health work force provides important
-140.0ershipL to our overall national aspirations ,in- "prevention.
This eVening-/-wouldJike to Share with you briefly the process
by which the Public stealth- Service arrived at the national health_

objectives of 1990 and then specifidallr address- haw you as
health professionals and environmental health ,specialists can
The process of objective setting bears no -relationthip to the regulatory_pri4ss. It is
cleatly an effort to assess local and regional_ pilorities, and
The objectives reprecapture local:and regional opportunities.
sent a consensus rendering of what various experts around the
country feelNought to be, achieved if we as a nation devote our
attention to certain outcomes. It is an effort to apply the management by objectives process to the health field on a national
help-to achieve these objectives.

scale.

The motivating context for the objectives effort is influenced by the interplay of various biological, behavioral, environmental and social risk factors. It is this interplay that is

'so important. 'These factors can in turn be influenced by the
dalivery of a variety of treatment services, health promotion
services, health protection scArvice-s, and other social services.
The ability of a society to deliver those services is dependent
upon the availability of appropriate intervention technology, the
fiscal resources necessary to pay for the services, and a.societal, willingness to commit ..he resources to deliver the services.
Research efforts are also important in developing effective intervention technologies. At the heart of the scheme is the need
foi appropriate surveillance systems which can gather information
about health status and risk factor prevalence and feed that infOrmation back to affect the naturelof service programs, societal
26
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aTttitddes andnorMa, and research and development activities.
The-lack of data is the weak link and-I'm tbping that this work-,
2644 mlii_beip-to :strengthen t4at.link.
4: the Federal level, we have, been InvolVed in a processoVer-the last .several years' whiCh focused on assessing
how the
.

variOdielements itiVolVea.dah-be Influenced to imprOVe health
atatds.
TIn" 1970, the report
I
;
' em,
f
I ,
was
issued:
In recent years, considerable attention has been placed
on protecting people froth environmental hazards. Of the 226
health objectives issued in the report, 57 (25 percent) are in
the areab that will be considered at this workshop,
specifically:
II
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Toxic agent and radiation control
Occupational safety and health
Accident preVention and injury control

The recently issued Midcourse Review of the 1990 health

jectives shows some progress 111,achieving the objectives obin
environmental health. Of the 20 objectiVes in toxic agent and
radiation control, none have been achieved as yet, four are on
track, and

ives.

i*are are no data to track progress for 16 object-

There has been some effort to apply the management by objectives (MBO) process to the health- arena. The major categories
that serve as the focus of any management by objectives
exercise
include:
outcomes, strategies, productivity, marketing, and innovation. The following table compares these catgories for business and health enterprises:
Category of
Objective

Business

Outcome

Profits

Strategy

Productivity
Marketing

Innovation

Health

Reducing morbidity
and mortality

Product type
and mix

Risk factors that
are targeted

Labor and
Capital Mix

Scope of service
provided

Attitudes and
awareness of
clients

Attitudes and awareness
of public and
professionals

Product improvement

Surveillance evaluation
and research efforts
to enhance the effort.
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TaCtora influencing health- status are very 'susceptible to
the-Management bk_objeCtiVes.effort. Specifically, they include:
activities-undertaken within-servide ptOgrams, the societal atti=
tOddsandnorms,_the research. and development exercises, and the
surVeillande- activities.

This-brings me to the- current stage in the prodess. Now
that the objectives: for the national level have been agreed upon
through -this relatively elaborate process, we have moved into the
iMpiementation phase. And this includes- 'the Federal efforts.
ThoUghthe-objeCtiveS, Which"yereestablished_ were not Federal but"
national, there is clearly a substantial amount that the Federal
40ernment can ,do to facilitate_their achieVement.

The job of the Public Health Service has been to take respOnsibility, to involve sister agencies inside and outside the
Department Of Health and Human Services in-the identification, of
those Objectives .Which-ate-important to Federal priorities, and
to develop implementation plans fot the Federal contribution to
the objectives.

Im-addition, an .information. tracking systet is being estahThis system
lished-td-facilitite the-monitoring, of progress.
will be automated, colleCting releVant data from various sources
around=the country, including the-data systems of the National
Center for Health:Statistids and the Centext fOr Disease Control
survey6,commisSioned through such groups as
the ,ASSociation of State and Territorial Health Officials, and
through-opinion polls like those conducted by the Gallup and_
The system will focus on distilling the best
Harris companies.
data that we 'have available on the objectives, and keep a running
account of those data. As one might suspect, the data issue is
One
one of the most important components of this whole effort.
of the Major obstacles is the fact that we don't have data available for many objectives.
The blislmisligBemikst makes amply clear that achieving the
objectives for health protection requires large numbers of highly

trained environmental health professionals.

It is extremely

important to-know how-many of these health professionals currently exist, how adequate this supply is in relation to demand, and
what are the future demands and needs.

Like the data gaps in tracking progress in meeting the
health objectives, there are many data gaps in assessing the environmental health work force. This is another concern of this
workshop. It is clear then that you will address very timely and
important issues in achieving the goals and objectives of the

Surgeon General's initiative in protecting and improving the

I wish you much success over the
health of the American people.
next three days in achieving your goals.
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William Robinson
Chief Medical Offider
Health Resouraes and "ServiOeS Administration

Almost daily we read that chemical and physical agents potentially hostile to human health are the most perplexing problems faced 'by the environmental and occupational
force. The leading causes of death and disabilitieshealth work
known,
or-strongly suspected, to have chemical or physical are
agents as
major etiological factors. Problems inherent in the
safe use and
disposal of possibly harmful substances
are complex, and involve
technical, political and social issues. It is estimated that
there are more than 620,000 solid waste sites
located throughout
the nation, many containing hazardous waste
that pose significant
risk:: to human health and the environment.
Production of synthetio chemicals has increased significantly and yet implementation
of prevention and control measures lag far
behind research and
knowledge.
Environmental health is complex and diverse, representing a
variety.of occupations, functions and skill requirements.
Occupational titles include,

but are not limited to, sanitarians,
environmental health specialists, industrial hygienists,
neers, scientists, chemists, hydrologists, occupational engicians, occupational nurses and many others. To further physiillustrate the complexity, diversity and interest in this
subject,
the
Public Health Service has seven major organizations
working
on
environmental and occupational health issues.
During the last-ten years, the Bureau of Health
Professions
in the Health Resources and Services
Administration has supported
at least fourteen projects in environmental health

totaling almost $2.0 million. These projects have
covered such areas as
professional role delineations, development of self - assessment
instruments, examination development, development of
self-paced
learning modules, continuing competency, a stpdy of curriculum
relevance, and the assessment of risk and the
zardous materials. The Public Health Service management of hahas been concerned
about environmental health for many years even without a legislative mandate from. Congress.

In various regions, states and local governments,
there
exist similar public organizations concerned
with environmental
health matters such as state health departments,
state environmental protection agencies, licensure boards, sanitation
commissions and other bodies.
29
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In- the nOw,goVernMehtal sector,_ there are numerous bodies
-- institutions of higher educadeVated:to environmental

ticintlprofesSienal-credentialinsbodies, private industry and
nUmero4s-ProfeisiOnal and technicalaSsOoiations.
The mu/titude-Of.organizations and individUals is both a
watrengthw-andeakfieSi.. It isa.,d0Uble,edged sword. It is a
'yea1040,15- becattse each. ..organization has its own,philosOPhy, Pro-

graivind:001itio#1 agenda, of-represent:4.A particular profession Higher edudatiOnal institutions iaeHconcerned-with
al interest.
AC:00de- preparation. and research:- ,GOV-Ornmental agencies; admin-

literlaWS and regulatiOnd tha;:,often-Vary across political juPrivate- industry develops prodticts or r-serVices for
riOdictions.
,profit, andl5rOfessional associations are,deVOied to tepreSenting
thel:i'meibereihip-and-itirtheiance,of the ProfeSsion. All of-these
motives ard,driven,for: poSitive pdrpOsest but sometimes, these
interests do conflict.

:On the other hand, thib-diversity maybe your greatest asset
and-Strength.. Hundreds of Organitations and thousands of people
Rapid change can
work: in- the field` of environmental health.

ityoU,canharnessthatstrength and channel it to speak with
unified voice. That Sias -must speak to identify specific
problems and-takeaction-steps to resolve current iSsuesvidentifYmeeded.-legislative-changes at the Federal, state ,and local
leVe10- ancidevelop,a.short- and long -range strategy that is adceptabler-clear-And-defensible among all groups concerned 'with
environmental health. Tough fiscal and policy decisions must be
made...throughout our society- to reduce environmental health hazards.

*It

'If, you review the 1 -979

$

Anglexamunitajleatageissmaa and subsequent reports, you will
find that solid data are. not available to present a clear picture
In this workof .:nano- of the issues that needlto be addressed.
shop, Vewill focus on the work force requirements, knowledge and
skills reeded to perform various tasks and a clear definition of
the functions performed- by various environmental health personnel. There are very limited data available to answer some of the
most basic questions. For example:

How many personnel are there in the various environmental
health occupations?
What are the rates of entry into these professions?
What are the rates of attrition from these professions?

Exactly what functions do environmental health personnel
perform?
Where do environmental health personnel work?
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- :What are the professional development needs of the
work
.force., iic.th in basic academic
preparation and in
Continuinq-ProfeSsional education?And .many' other` qUeStions that need
answers.

In previous forums, 'workshops and conferences,
it has been
clear that-'the environmental work.
fotce is difficult to charac

terize.

leasons cited include

the existence of
title0,. many, specialities and the interdisciplinaky diVerse, job
requirements,
of, .many environmental bealth_pOsitions.

Also, one otganilatiOn
doeSmot-exist as:an."uMbrella,'-entity tareptesent and overseebroadareas of environmental:health.
*Vo-ohe-haS.sticcessfully
been able ,to bring this myriad of
environmental-representation
together for purposeS,of sharing and analyzing
this .diffictilt-Ttor

collect Aata..

--The goal of-this workshop is to bring together
experts _representing- national professional organizations,

academia, governidentify Studies
that-IWIll.fOrma:basis for analyzing current and future deMend.

mentalorganiz4tions and private industry

andreqUirements of the environmental health work
.force and to
fosterTcooperative relationships for data
collection that will

characterize the work force,acdurately. 4171e also hope that this
WorkShop will sharpen-the focus upon these
issues andlhotiVate
state-and:local governments, educational institutions
and-professional associations to effectively
pursue ptivate funding-to help
solve, educational and practice issues. As you probably know,
this 1s-the era of "private_
sector

I have obtained a copy of each of
your papers to be presentI will take them baok to a meeting of the
discuss-them with Dr. Sundwall and the people policy staff and
who report to him
in order to be ready to receive the outcome
in terms of your recomniendations--at the end Of the workshop.
ed.

I hope that this workshop provides the proper
environment to accomplish all of these purposes. setting and
That is my
challenge to you for the
next three days.
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Thomas Hatch
,Director, Bureau 'of Health Professions
'you' have-heard tonight from.

all

levels, of the Public 'Health

Service. It ia-my ,pleasure to welcome you On behalf Of the sponBaring, 'agendY, of the Workshop, the Bureau of Health Professions'
Of, the ,Health Resources and ,Services Administration, 'Public
Health, :Service.

'The -BUreau,takeS great pride in the extensive work that we
do 'in -the collection and analysie of workforce, data to track the
:Because. of the. size .Of the- health industry, this
'health field.
At last, count there ,were .approximately
itionuMental
task.
is ,4
million
,people
working in about 150 differe0i', health
six, to seven
The :Bureau is currently engaged in
,occupations.
proteilions, _or

extensive work at the :national level with respect to the extent
The
surpluses of personnel in the health ;field.
Of .shortages

most -publicized of these

is

the apparent oversupply: of

of activities dealing
including
Congressionally-mandated
reports and
with the issue,
councils
Working
to
,develop
projections
on
the future
advisory
On
the
other
_side
of
the
coin
is the
supply of physicians.,
physicians.

We have a. considerable ..number

-rather severe' 'shortage_ of nurses in this countrY.-. The Department
very -conderned, about. the shortage and, what will might happen
in- the" future to- the, supply of nurses.

is

The Bureau, which celebrated its 20th anniversary last
month, has been involved in and: concerned, about environmental
-health_ issues since 'support for the training of personnel in
public'- _health through traineeShipb_ to ,students in -environmental

health and other public health- diSdiplines was enacted. We've
'believe the

,4).been ,involved i-n 'that now for almost' 30 years -I,

first traineeships were awarded, in 1956.

Our support for

traineeships for environmental health studentS -and other public
health .personnel peaked in_ :1979 'when we were supporting, as many
as 300 -environmental' -health students 'both inside and outside ofAt the .same time, we provided, and
School:S. Of 'Public Health.
Schools of
continue, to provide,, basic operating support
and early
.addition
to
that,
_in
the
_1970'S
Püblic' .Health.

for

1980!s,-- *74 provided curridulum, development grants totaling. about
As Bill -Robinson mentioned, over the past
1/2 -million ,eadh year.

several years nearly $2 million has been invested in the developnient. of role delineations, examination development and selfassessment instruments for environmental health specialists.
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:would :suggest that the central
for this workshop be:
to -What eXtent are continuing problems'issue
in
the
environment due to
probleMS with the ,wOikkorae? ,Problems in the
workforce might
:relate, to the total 'numbers, distribution, utilization
or _pre',Patation- of .those current -y employed. In order to answer
this
- question, we must define and count the WorkforCe, and evaluate in
'some' fashion its .adequacy

in terms of numbers, distribution

and

The. Outeair has attempted
do this in its biennial reports
to the Congress on the. status of .hearth
,personnel.
healthu'alOng' with other -disCiplines, shas -plagued usEnvironmental
with definitionAllirOblemS and a ladls. of data. The environmental
health
sections- have been among the poOrest in the reports becalse
of

these PicibleMs.,

The 1982 Report to- Congress provided an- in-depth look at
Environmental Health and-'Occtipational
Health.
copy of that
repOr.t -is in- your packet. As you study it, pleaseAnote
page 145
which t Ontains.'estimates- of the workforce ranging- from 25,000
to
60'0,000! The :1984 _andi.986`tepOrte

have relatively little in.-

formation- -ori environmental ,health.

I'd like to sharemith

you a few of the problems that we
,haile had in preparing, the 1988
draft report. I _hope this workshOp4rill begin to_help-us solve some of these problems.
We have
found -no .way` -to :accuratel =y separate those persons who work
in
environmental -health front 'those in environmental protection- and
environmental iftanageifient.
large
600,000 or more -- esti-mates come from surveys- of. -erigineers conducted
by the Census
Bureau. The- majori-ty of these personnel are engaged
in "environmental protection" with only a.small percentage specifically
in
,Otir -best estimate of the Rupply of environmental health
professional -personnel". is 109,000 as shown on the Exhibit 2.1.
,The adequacy of thiS workforce is an even harder question.
The demand, requirements, and -need information
is based on profesSional judgment, anecdotal comments obtained at workshops
and
Conferences, and r. few surveys. They point to a serious deficlenoy in the -workforce that deals with hazardous waste, water,
and' Some areas- of .occupational -health.
The Office of Technology ASsessment, an instrument of the
Congress, reported that in their
,case ,studies of the Superfund
"thete is evidence of significant
problems in, the quality of
technical work ". They concluded that
"a shortage of experienced
technical experts in `several 'fields may explain
a lack of quality
-pe; irMance now and it may cause a major bottleneck in
an expanded' uperfund prograin." They recommended that Congress
educatiOniand ttaininqprograms. This is a good example offund
how
anecdotal information is used for policy forn.ulation.
.
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EXHIBIT 2.1:

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF PROFESSIONALS EMPLOYED IN ENVIRONMENTAL AND OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH BY SPECIALTY
CATEGORY, 1987

Estimate
Number

Specialty
Category

109,000

Total

Sanitarians

20,0001

Industrial Hygienists

11,0002
3,0003

Occupational Physicians
Occupational Nurses

29,0003

Occupational Safety and Health
(Other than Industrial Hygienists
and Medical)

26,0003

Other Scientists/Engineers
and other (e.g., faculty and
researchers)
not included above (air, water,
hazardous waste, etc.)

Source:

20,0004

Bureau of Health Professions, Public Health Professions
Branch Staff Estimates, 1987.

This estimate isan "informed guess" made by the National EnVironmental Health Association.
2

The Industrial Hygiene estimate is another "informed guess"
made by the American Industrial Hygiene Association.

3

The estimates for occupational. physicians, nurses and related
personnel are based on surveys and are fairly reliable.

This estimate is a gross approximation made by estimating how
many engineers and scientists in environmental protection are
actually working in environmental health. We guessed that the
estimates of 135,000 based on Census surveys of the 1970s have
grown to 200,000 by 1987 and that environmental health constituted at least 10% of this group.
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Seve,ral of the 'staff that prepared the reports to Congress
are bere at the workshop and will be glad to go over the details
of these-estimates with you during the next few days. They asked
me to make a suggestion to simplify your tasks during the workShop- keep in mind that the total environmental health workforce
is larger than that portion which requires basic occupational
preparation in environmental health. The latter is probably easier to deal with and is the group in which the Bureau and the
Public Health Service is most interested.
Let me close by saying that refining estimates of supply and
requirements' or evaluating the public health workforce by spe-

cialty area - air, water, food, hazardous waste - is even harder
than determining the overall estimates of the total workforce as
I discussed here.

I wish you well in your efforts these next two days. Your
task is a tough, but important one. Good luck. Thank you.

3.

KEYNOTE ADDRESS

Evaluating the Environmental Health Work Force
By
Larry Gordon
Secretary, New Mexico Health and Environment Department

I have been especially interested in the planning and development of this_workshop. The need to come to grips with the
nature, numbers and requirements of the environmental health work
force is ,long overdue.

I cannot begin to discuss the environmental work force without recalling my first job as an entry level county sanitarian.
I was put to work
I really didn't know what a sanitarian was.

at $255-per month after ,being given two days orientation with
another sanitarian and being provided with inspection pads, a
,clip board and a thermometer. As I went to my appointed rounds,
Ifrequently wondered what 'I would tell someone if they asked
what I did and could only come to the conclusion that I "inspecbThis was probably not an unusual state of affairs for a
ed."
sanitarian in 1950.
I will refrain from dealing with any specific professional
group such as sanitarians ,or eng3neers in this paper and use the
opportunity to discuss the field: of environmental health. A number:of definitions have been utilized for various conferences and
publications, but I have no trouble in utilizing the definition
This definition
which the staff for this' workshop has selected.
"The
systematic
develfollows:
of environmental health,reads as
otherof
measures
which
modify
or
oenent, prc.nntion and conduct
physical
factors
in
the
indoor
and
wise cortroi t',iose external
illness,
disability
or
disoutdoor enviro.Ament which might cause
comfort through interaction with the human system. This includes
not only health and safety factors, but r/Ro aeJthetically desirable conditions in accordance with commu...Ly demands and expectations."

The field of environmental health includes such programs as
water quality, air quali:zy, radiation protection, occupational
health and safety, food and milk protection, noise pollution
control, hazardous material management, 'housing conservation and
rehabilitation> solid waste management, water slipply protection,
insect and rodent control, and institutional. environmental
health, and tecceational area health and safety. All of these
program areas have a health goal as a minimum, although they may
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alsO address quality -of life factors.
Personnel are involved in
such activities as inspection, standards
development, research,
planning,_ epidemiology, risk assessment and
biostatistics. All
of these measures are part of the previously quoted
definition of
environmental health which modify Or otherwise
control
factors in
the environment ,which impinge on human health.
A
wide
variety
of
professions are essential to this effort, including
natural scientists,- physiCal scientists, mediCal scientists,
attorneys,
public health professionals;, planners, statisticians,
meteorologiats, computer scientists, and others too numerous to mention.
All are essential to the comprehensive

field of environmental

health.

At this point in my discussion, I find it
necessary to note
a basic and important distinction between the terms
"environment-

al health professionals" and "professionals in
environmental
health." Professionals such- as geologists, engineers,
biolo-

giSts, physicists, computer scientists, food
technologists, chemists, toxicologists,

geo-hydrologists, planners,

economists,
attorneys, statisticians, epidemiologists, risk
management
scientists and many others are essential to the field of
environmental
health, but they are not necessarily environmental
health professionals.
They are professionals in environmental health.
Environmental health professionals, on the other
hand, have been
educated at a minimum, in the major components of
environmental
health and in the basic public health sciences
of
epidemiology
and biostatistics.
Both environmental health professionals and
other professionals in environmental health are utilized at all
levels of government as well as in academia, industry
and citizen
groups.
Most environmental health professionals are products of
accredited schools of public health or accredited environmental
health programs outside schools of public health.
I firmly believe that most, if not all, environmental
health
professionals
are produced by undergraduate and graduate
the Council on Education for Public Health programs accredited by
or the. National Council for the' Accreditation

of Environmental Health Curricula.
Other programs are graduating personnel such
as environmental
scientists who may become professionals in environmental
health.

Most non-accredited environmental science
programs do not require
the core public health sciences.

Accurate figures for environmental health
expenditures and
personnel have never been obtained and use of
systems
only a fraction of the total can be very misleading.that report
In fact,
when used in reports to Congrees, such data
can
even
be
damaging
to the field. For example, the annual
report of the Association
of State and Territorial Health Officials provides
information on
only a portion of the environmental activities
in states.
tried unsuccessfully on numerous occasions to convince I have
them to
expand the system beyond official health
agencies with no success; but as an example, I will

quote from a letter I wrote in

1982:
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The National Public Health Personnel Meporting System
(NPHPRS) reports those programs within the jurisdiction
of each state's designee to the Association of State
and Territorial Health Officials (ASTHO). Many,
perhaps most, states have more than one health agency
although only one may actually have the title of something like' state health department'. Inasmuch as each

state's designee to ASTHO is usually the chi4f
executive officer of the health agency bearing such a
title, it is conceivable that more activities go unreported than are reported in some states. In my own

state, for example, the official designee to ASTHO
prior to 1978 was the Director of the Health Services
Division. Inasmuch as the Health Services Division
only has responsibility for personal health programs;
all of New Mexico's programs relating to mental health,
drug abuse, alcoholism, laboratories' and environmental
health were left unreported. In 1978 I recommended

that the Secretary of the Health and Environment
Department, rather than the Director of the Health
Services Division, be the official representative to
This had the effect of requiting reporting not
only of the Health Services Division, but also of our

ASTHO.

Environmental 'improvement Division, Health Planning and

Development Division and Behavioral Health Services
Division.

The expenditures reported for New Moxico im-

mediately increased five-fold by merely changing our
representative to ASTHO.

As you know, many (probably the majority) of states
have created EPAs separate from the official state
health agency. All of the programs administered by
these EPAs are basic health programs and, perhaps more
importantly, disease prevention programs. Similarly, I
believe my department is the only health agency in the

nation, operating a fully comprehensive occupational
health and safety program. In most states, occupational safety and health programs are administered by
departments not bearing a title including the term
health.

Not only do the preceding situations place serious
limitations on the expenditures and activities reported

by- NPHPRS, but also seriously skew the relative
percentages of health expenditures ancl activities reported by NPHPRS. It'is conceivable that some states

may spend more for either environmental health or
behavioral health outside the official state health
agency than for personal health within the official
The amount of funding attributed
state health agency.
to prevention might be significantly increased if these
health activities were reported.
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The NPHPRS also attributes some 37 percent of environmental health program expenditures to
tion and sanitation. If the health consumer protec-

programs outside
official state health agencies were reported, the

leading expenditures would undoubtedly be air quality,
water quality and, perhaps, waste management. Assuming
that there is some relationship between
health program
reporting and educational needs, expenditures and
projections, the NPHPRS also would tend to skew these
figures.

Other forces also seem to be at work to damage or retard the
quality and supply of environmental health
practitioners from
schools of public health.
One of these is the parochial

attitude
that schools of public health should produce
graduates
for
"health agencies,"

while denying that environmental health programs in agencies termed pollution control, environmental
quality, ecology, atomic energy, labor
or environmental protection
are also health programs having health goals and would
not be in
existence except for these goals.
Second, concurrent with increased
expenditures in our
nation's health care (treatment) system, schools
of public health

continue to increase emphasis on health care at the expense of
public health (prevention) programs including
environmental
health.
Third, faculty in schools of public health as well as
environmental health programs outside schools of public
health
are
frequently offering curricula with which they
are personally com-

fortable rather than addressing the priority

that are
emerging in the field. Too often, environmental needs
health agencies
(whatever their titles) are involved, not in prevention,
but in
curative efforts to solve problems created dueue
to
decisions
made
'by other agencies or at other levels of
government. Only when- environmental -health agencies have professional personnel capable
of effectively addressing the public health impacts
of land use,
alternative energy systems, transportation and resource consumption at the initial planning stages prior to the
decision-making
stage, will environmental health
become
preventive
than
curative. The importance of those efforts must be rather
emphasized
both by the schools and the hiring agencies.
skills will not be fully effective until society But even these
can ameliorate
problems of ignorance
and poverty.

Fourth, several recent appointments of non-public

professionals as deans or department chairs of schools of health
public
health suggest that some schools are more interested
in
pursuing
the almighty research dollar than educating public
health practitioners. As an example of this trend,
I quote from a letter I
wrote to the University of Michigan School of
Public Health in
1985.
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Obviously, the new environmental health chair at the
University of Michigan School of Public Health will not
only set the tone and affect the reputation of the environmental program for many year's to come, but more

importantly, will have a significant impact on the
quality and quantity of environmental health leaders
and programs providing service to the public in the
United States and throughout the world.

2

It is essential to note that. the chair must be above
all, a visionary environmental health leader with a
More importantly than
keen public health philosophy.
being a re3earcher, this leader must have the reputation and experience necessary to attract faculty and
students to whom serving people is a high priority.
The chair must have the vision lecessary to look to the
future and insure curriculum and educational content
appropriate to the people needs of the future. Hopefully, the need for .research funds will not outweigh
theseore important characteristics.
Of equal or greater importance than scientific research

ability, our environmental health leaders and your
department chair should be extremely knowledgeable and
effective in developing and implementing public policy,

the political process and comprehensive management
Public health leaders must be able to translate the results of research into effective public
skills.

policy at the Federal, state and/or local levels.

I am increasingly concerned that schools of public
health are more interested in faculty research than
providing student education and community service, and
ultimately insuring quality professionals, programs and
public service- by official agencies, industry and professional and voluntary groups.

For many years, I was impressed and proud to observe
that University of Michigan alumni held key leadership
positions in public health throughout the world.

Thcse

leaders in attendance at most "ey national public
health policy gatherings were disproportionately
representative of University of Michigan School of
PublicHealth alumni. For many years, University of
Michigan School of Public Health alumni practically

monopolized leadership positions in national
professional groups, such as the American Public Health
Association. This situation has been deteriorating
coincidentally with the increasing emphasis on research
funds over the past few years. Educating tomorrow's

leaders has become secondary to grants, contracts,
student enrollment numbers and faculty .size.
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Environmental. health priorities of the future will con tinue to include air -and water pollutionv solid
wastes,
radiation-protection, toxicology, toxic Chemicals, occupational safety and healthibazardous vaates, food'
TcotectiOn_and'vater supplies. But to be more effect-

ive, of greater Service-and .engaged InTa preventive
rathei than ,a curative mode/ future leaders must have
the requisite knoWledge to effectively addkess the environmental health .impacts of population numbers. and
distribution, resourCe-conaumption and conservation,

,alternative energy resourceal_lanB-lise and.transportation methodologies.

Fifth, environmental health graduates must

have adequate
knOWledge. of public pOlicyr public health
risk assessmentl_costzt____
benefit-analysi-v-and-t4e-pdlitical proces$ and be- able to bridge
the gap between
scientista,and,eledted.andpolicYmakers.- I do
not wish tot imply or suggest
thatachools and,OrOgiaMahave not
Changed, They have changed ,signifiCantly
to meet changing
lems and priorities and to effectively utilize the liteat prob'piques and knoWledge.
Changes' have been created by the-changing environmental
health,problems, changing societal values-and- expectations,
Changing- environmental health priorities and
deVelopment Of a vast array 'of environmental the emergence and
health-programs,
Oiganizations and institutions. I haVe no doubt
that students
and graduates are-more

knowledgeable and mature than ever before.
Students are demanding educational relevancy to a greater
extent
than in the past, and this pressure continues to have
some
effect
On the educational curriculum.

It is obvious to everyone that the complexity of the
total
environmental health delivery system is increasing, resulting
in
needs and demands for different types of personnel.
Some
recognition has also been given to the premise that improved
managerial skills will improve the effectiveness of the
environmental
health delivery system.

The changes in health problems which have been
accompanied
by changes in curriculum include decreases in
communicable
diseases as major causes of death; the aging of our population
with
associated increases in a multitude of chronic diseases;
changing
lifestyles relating to exercise, 'obesity, smoking and nutrition
with their implications for public health; and
increased recognition of the relationship between the environment
and cancer,
heait disease and genetic ,diseases.
The increasing realization
that the best answer to public health problems
lies in prevention
has-had and will continue to have an effect on the environmental
health curriculum.
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Environmental health person -power requirements include not
only those working in- and managing such programs, but also those
academicians produding such person-power and those research scientists developing the necessary health knowledge base. The
epectrtim of such person-power ranges from inspectional level sub-

baccalaureate personnel doing routine inspection and sampling
through =the baccaladreate, master and doctoral levels required
for the more complex aspects of policy, management, research and
education.

Programmatic and academic efforts should be based on sound
epidemiology and risk assessment. We should give greater consideration to priorities based on years of productive life lost
rather than on causes of death. Utilizing epidemiology or risk
_assessment for public health policy guidance would refocus future
programs to have the greatest impact on:overall health status and
environmental quality. We would also leain that we should not be

decreasing efforts on problems of the biological environment
(sdch as food protection), and that the re'quired additional emphasis on problems of the chemical environment should not be at

the expense of the biological environment. These are issues
which are still of importance when utilizing the tools of epidemiology and risk assessment for focusing environmental health
policy.

Arguments about the need for specialists vs. generalists are
Both are needed now and in the future.
nonproductive and inane.
The generalist is perhaps more suited for management, while spe-

cialists are essential for the various specialized branches of
environmental health.
There continues to be .a gap between town and gown. While
some environmental health educational programs and operating programs have excellent, continuing communication, many still operate in comparative vacuums. Town and gown work best together
through organized mechanisms rather than leaving communication to
chance and personalities.

The career heights to which professionals in environmental
health and environmental health professionals may aspire are as
great as the individual's capabilities and desires. While it was
once assumed there was a career ceiling over professionals in
environmental health, time and experience have proven that individual capabilities equal those in other professions. There is a
solid record of achievement in government, academia, industry,
professional organizations and community service. There are
directors of health, directors of environmental health agencies,
prbfeStors, deans, industry and association executives and various other managerial and executive capacities listed within the
Environmental quality
ranks of environmental health personnel.
is an important goal in our society, and protecting human health
is an essential component of that goal. Capable environmental
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health personnel are necessary to achieve that goal. As a profession, we need not take a back seat to any other group. Any
question of -capabilities comes from negative attitudes rather
than from the lack of expertise or the need for same. Environmental health personnel must realize their value and continue to
aspire and, achieve and be proud of their part in insuring a
quality environment.
ApproprAately educated personnel will not
insure =resolution of all environmental health problems, but certainly resolution will be impossible without them.
'The expertise gathered here will offer important recommendatiOns and contributions to the issue of evaluating the environmental health work force.
These contributions will be of great
significance to all involved in education and utilizing environMental health personnel. The next few days will be informative
and-exciting-for-all-of-us:------
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'4. SUMMARY OF COMMISSIONED PAPERS

Papers on the ten topic areas were commissioned from thirteen authori. The paper on Institutional Safety and Health and

Radiological Health was written by two authors, while three
authors wrote the Academician paper. In addition to writing the
papers, the authors presented their highlights at the workshop.
.BeloW-are.summaries of the papers, the authors' presentations,

and key points raised during the question and answer periods
which followed the presentations at the workshop.
papers are ava'lthle on request.

The complete

4.1 :AIR

Air Pollution
"Assessment of Work force Needs and Issues:
and Noise Programs" by Ray Mohr, Air Pollution Control Division,
Colorado.Depart-ment of Health.

The work force in Air is concerned with three primary pro(1) mobile source air pollution control, usually
gram areas:
automobiles; (2) stationary source, or industrial, air pollution
control; (3) the collection of data to provide the technical suppor-t-necessary for the first two areas. The large majority (80
percent) of workers in the field hold professional, technical or
managerial positions. These include air scientists, engineers
and. technicians. Recently, agencies involved in air pollution
control have employed other types of personnel, including epidemiologists, toxicologists, planners, statisticians and econoIt was suggested that in some states, epidemiologists and
mists.
toxicologists are becoming increasingly involved in the establishment of standards; once the standards are set, engineers design the means to meet those standards.

The basic requirements for practice vary among the three
Air scientists, who perform analyses
primary classifications.
and are involved in research and investigations, are usually required.to hold a baccalaureate degree in a science -- biology,
environmental health, meteorology, industrial hygiene, or public

health. A 9raduate degree is required for research positions.
Air engineers perform air monitoring and inspection activities
and are required to hold a baccalaureate degree in engineering.
Continued employment may require the Practicing Engineer (P.E.)
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credential. 'Additionally, it was suggested that an increasing

.number of employers are reqUiring_-eng-ineers to hold master deIgrees. Air technidiSns are responsible for the day-to-day operatic* of.Sampling,.and.testing, equipment and are required to have a
high __school diploma
some technical experience. In some
caSeS4- a two year technical .education may be required.

Because of the lack of literature on the subject, the author
contacted the Air Pollution Control Association, the Environmental- Protection Agency,, and several states to obtain information- on
the work :force in. Air. In addition, he conducted personal interviews and- a telephone -survey of air pollution control agencies.
Based- on the results, he estimated that -there are between 6,000
and 7,000 environmental health personnel ,Specializing- in air pollution control in the public sector. Of these, 22 percent are
engineers, 34 perCent scientists, and 40 percent technicians.
The :remainder are -managerial andsupport...staff.____QueStions- -were -raised concern=ing, ,this estimate of the work force: Estimates
develOped at conferences- of 'the EPA were somewhat' larger than the
0-7400 figure; :however., those included- the private sector. In
addition, since .membership in the Air Pollution Control Asspcia'tion is approximately 6,-7,000, the total work force must begreater: It was suggested that the entire environmental .health
Wotic force in air may be in the range of 20,000 - 26,000.
The primary forces which have affected the work force in

this field are:
Resource allocation to state air agencies under Section
105 of the Clean Air Act;
State and local legislative and budget processes; and,
o Training and development support consistently applied to
state and local agencies from the Federal government.
The major environmental health work force issues in Air are
recruiting and training. Almost 90 percent of the agencies contacted by the author indicated that they were having difficulty
recruiting qualified personnel. This was attributed to the agencies' inability to offer competitive salaries and to affirmative
action guidelines. Training- for new personnel and continuing
education for existing personnel is greatly needed. When the EPA
was established in 1970 and the Cleau Air Act Amendments were
first paesed, the EPA offered a, complete training : pre-gram in Air.
That program has almost disappeared, being replaced, by self-study
courses and the use of colleges and universities as area training
centers. However, both the amount of funds awc.rded to the states
by the EPA and the amount directed to training have been curtail-.
ed. Thecourses still available are sporadic and do not address
the new areas of concern in the field, such as air toxins. These
new _areas are creating significant work force needs.
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'.11OiSec-ontrol programs. are small and relatively new:. The
National Environmental Policy Act of 1970 required .assessments, of
the impacts of noise yhile the, Noise COntrol ACt of 1972 gave
the EPA ill,e.poiyer to' set noise .Standards-. There are two primary
oCCUpational .groups' in this field. The noise engineer., -whose
duties are UsOally'COMbined with other ,programs- in air pollutiOn_
4iliatioo°, is 'required to -hold. a :baccalaureate degree in ciy-r'

mechanical, aeronautical. or acoustical -engineering. The
who undertakes. environmental studies,. enforce-,
usually required to hold,
Merit or :public education- .activities,
.a.-Collega.degree. 15.e to-.a- la_ of available data-, the author was
Unable to estimate the ,aite, of the -Work' force in this field.
ON funding for programs in noise control ended by 1984;there-fore, many states elitninated the-ir :programs at that time.
There are 'probably ,Significant work force and training needs;
IhOweVer,- there is inSUffidient informatitm available ,to determine
the -extent of hose needs.
noiee,

4.2

.WATER_ AMID -WASTEWATER

"General. Environmental Health _Professional: Water" by John
Conway, =Associate Director, Graduate _School of Public. Health,
San Diegb State. University.

The environmental -health work force in water is concerned
With -water quality and water supply in the areas of: potable
-water, domestia water, recreational water and wastewater. In
addition, to state and local government agendies, personnel are
_employed by industry, consulting firms, academic institutions,
and Federal` agencies such as the ,EPA, the Department of Labor and
the ational Park Service.
Personnel in the work force fall into three primary categorieS.. ,EnVironmental health technicians ,:ollect samples, and perform supervised laboratory activities. They are required to have
a high school diploma and two years of either technical training
or general -College courses. Environmental health professionals,
or fianitarians, intpedt Systems_ and perform other water sanitation activities. They are usually generalists and are required
to hold, a bachelors- degree in environmental health, any of the
sciences-,, or engineering. SpecialiZed. environmental health professiOnals or scientists inCludes biologists, chemists-, engineers, -ePideMiologists, .environmental toxicologists, geologists,
and others. They are required to hold bachelors degrees in their
Specialty. areas.: Some Apebialties, such as epidemiology, hazardoUS-waste, and toxicology, require-graduate training. In add itiOni _other professionals involVed in water -activities are management and administrative. personnel such as- attorneys, planners
and', policy makers. Some positions in the field require credentialing in the form of licensure, registration. or certification.
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Nuterods-adadetic institutions haVe programs in this field.
'There are'24-4raddite 00hooi6 of pdblic health with apProxitately
400 new .'students, per year in tasters! and doctoral programs in
:environmental or occupational health. An estimated fiVe to ten
percent :of these specialize in water. There are 23 unde;.graduate
,andIOUrgraduate-prOgraniii in:environmental health accredited by
the NatiOnal =Accreditation Council for Efivironmental Health Cur ricula:
Of 'the li5007 to=4006' students, in theSe prOgrats, rough,-

AY 100 are interested in water - related- fieldS. In-additiPhi
there are many 011ege,and University programs- in environmental
health-or environmental science that are not AcOredited but which
gradUate practitioners in the water field.
The same holds true
for aOcredited.prOgramS in, engineering, biology/ and other areas.

Theadthor estimated the supply of water quality profeSsionalb byfirst appr3xitating the number in the state of California_
and then extrapolating it to the United States as a, whole. Eased
on data from the Chief, of'LOcal Environmental Health Programs andthe legional Water Quality Control Board, he determined' that
there4ere,600,,fUll=time eqUiOlentProtessionale etployed-at-the
state- and_ llocal government leVel in California: To this figurehe :added. Individuals etployed_ by water -and wastewater treatment_
plants,- consulting. firms. and the Federal governtent for .a total
of 1,000 wactitionerS.
Since California hAS the largest popula,tiOn-of any state, the-Author took half of this number and multiplied by 50 states_ for an estimate of 25,000 water quality and
water supply practitioners.

Although demand in the fieId should remain relatively constant overall, there are shortages of personnel in selected
areas.
Practitioners with toxicological ba:kgrounds who understand, chemidal reactions are in demand, as are those trains..: in
hazardous waste and health risk management. At this time, these
practitioners are trained on- the -job due to the lack of training
in critical water skill areas by academic institutions.
More
highly _skilled sanitary engineers, hydrogeologists and soil scientists will also be in demand in the future. In addition, prac0tiOners should be specialists in such areas as epidemiology,
aquatic biology or hazardous waste, rather than generalists, in
otder to meet the changes in the water area. A team which ineludes an engineer, toxicologist and epidemiologist will be best
able to meet these demands. This will make it difficult for
small. local health departments to have the personnel necessary
for-water quality surveillance and it is doubtful that state
agencies will be able to assume the responsibility.
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4.3

!MILK /FOOD

1111* -General :Environmental Health ProfeSsional in- Milk and

Poodproted#16e,by C.:Dee Clingman, Vice President for Quality
Control; ;General, Mills Restaurants
.

Too& supply ptotedtion was_Orle of the earliest functiond of
the sanitarian. Because of the complexity and diversity of the
isioild'S food- supply, this fUnctiOn_las- global itplicationd. :'ilk
,sanitarians -are concerned with' the protection of the product from
it*vSontde, through produdtiOni to the-conSumet. The inspection
of pasteutization. and ,poSt-Tisteurization processes are ,of par-

ticular importance.

Unlike professionals -in the milk area who

are .involved= 'from. the-point of piOductioni those engaged in food
Piol.edtion, are- USually cOncerned".withi.the safety cif the food -sup -

rply

readhe6 the :processor or tetailer.

Environmental health prokeSSionalb in_ areas such as air and
affect :the ,mik and- food supply;:
p6llution
however, this paper`, ,foduSed only on, practitioners primarily interested in milk and/or foOd and primarily engaged in inspedtiotpal act4ties. Although, -many types of practitioneid* including
Planners- incl:managers4. work in the field,. sanitarians are the
11106t :prevalent. :The -majority :ate employed by state or local
health departments. CltherS, work for industry, academic institutiOnsvan&the FGderal,goVernment. In recent years, due to the
consolidation of the milk industry and lack of financial support,
milk prOgraOt have shifted from local to state agencies. However,
.state ,support of fo6d programs has been reduced so that they now
must be supported more extensively by local health departments.

water

control also

Prior to 1955, the majority of%practitioners in the field
were -political appointees and had little or no education or experience in the area. Now the majority of agencies and industries require a baccalaureate degree for entry-level positions.
In the milk Industry, experience often substitutes for a college
degree. A master's degree is usually requited for supervisory
pOSitions. Registration requirements for sanitarians vary considerably among the states. As of 1984, 34 states required sanitarians to become registered in order to' practice in the state;
16 ,states 'had no education or experience requirements.

The author estimated the size of the work force in milk and
food Protection to be between 13,500 and 14,200 full-time equivaHis estimate is based on the assumption
lent' practitioners.

thatt on the average, each of the 2,700 local and state health
agencies -in the United States employs four food and one milk sanitarian fora total of 13,500 individuals. In addition, he as-

sUmed.that industry employs five percent or 200 of this number.
The author assumed a three percent growth rate and five percent
turnover rate to estimate that 1,200 new practitioners were needThere appears to be an adequate supply of personed each. year.

nel in the area. t,Wever, the Supply of individuals with degrees
TiLeniiiiiinmentil'heilth is significantly less than the demands
-Pia Ctitl:oneiS with thetiedegreed are more likely to be found in
ffidOStkk'bedi401of the .higher Salaries. Due to salary ittuures-

:ind:feduCtfoni3OfOuPPokt,of milk and-fOod-programs, the demand
toi practitioners has 'decreased_in -State and local governments
but 'has increased- n indOitry., Therefore, we often find that the
,regUlatO0'16V41 environmental heEiltl, personnel are less qualified'and ledd-eduCated than the people, they are regulating.
iO4erallu demand in the field' is expected to rise because of
the increibing.COmplexity of the food supply, the growing intern.'iiit410n-Of the supply, and the emergence of new safety _concerns
regitding_biological hazards. A-qtiestion was raised concerning
theA.Oue -of Chemical ,contamination of the milk and food supply.
pieftiiCaisHare-Ottn ',used in-food-production or protection' for
Seathe4cs'and.dannoi,. herefore', be easily banned, These isSues have redUlted_iff-a-dekinOr more .specialized training as
the"geheral4Str Is 'no longer able to adequately manage food and
milk :prOgfairts:

OpiieVerr training in the area is not readily

aV4ilable.
was Suggebted. that a "Food Protection, Academy" be
ediabUshed'to -provide, 'complete courseworku particularly in food
prOteOtion. Other issues. that impact the work force, in addition
to salary inequities at. the state and local level, are a lack of
vpwaramobilitY and' -the absence- of a recognition system.

4.4

LAND USE PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT

"Work force Status and Outlook in Environmental Health Land

Use Planning and Management:
The California Experience" by
Richard Roberts, Director, San Bernardino County Department of
'Environmental Health Services, with assistance from Pau] Ryan and
Clifford Williams of his staff.

Environmental land use planning and management practitioners
were defined as "professionals qualified by education and experience to 'review land use proposals for the purpose of assessing
environmental impacts and evaluating health risks, and recommend
actions that wlll pfotect the public from exposure to disease and
other' health and safety hazards; and, to protect the environment
from degradation." practitioners must coordinate a comprehensive

multidisciplinary solution to complex development, growth and
infrastructure problems as well as those related to such current
issues` as industrial facility siting, landfills, or solid and
hazardous waste-disposal facilities.
Workshop participants sugpiked :that professionald in this area are those that facilitate
and coordinate, activities rather than those that do the actual
planning. !this is not necessarily the case with smaller local
agenCies.
The large majority of practitioners work at the local
level, although there is substantial information exchange between
the private sector and state and Federal agencies.

_

the work force in-this area is compared primarily of sanitarians or environmental health scientists, engineerS, and plan ners.- The'entry level academic standard is usually a baccalaureate degree WenVironmenial health or basic science, geography,
utban,planningu or, engineering.. For the most part, at least four
yeari-cf,eXperience.ard necessary in order for a practitioner to
California has-registration probeboMe -proficient 'in, the field.
liams .for, both theianitarian and-engineer to ensure minimum education; experience and .training. requirements. There is no required,credeniialing,program for planners in the state.

The author, estimated the supply of land use planning and
management profesSionala in California based on information from
the State Department of Health SerVices, the State Board of
Engineers-, and the California chapter of the American .Planning
AssoCiation. Heestimated_ that there were a total of 250 public
sector pradtitioners in California, with an additional 250 in-the
Torivate sector. Extrapolating this to the rest, of the country,
based,'on the fact that about 10 percent of the population residen
in. California, giVei An upper estimate of 5000 practitioners na-;
tionwide. As California legislation in this area is-different
from that in the majority of states, .a lower estimate of 3,000
practitioners nationally may be more accurate.

A questionnaire was distributed to land use planning and
ManageMent professionals through the Association of Environmental
ProfesSionals and the Center for Environmental Intern Programs,
Inc.. to determine the adequacy of the work force. Approximately
half f-the-respondents worked in the Tyblic sector and half in the
It was felt that there was a minor shortage of
private seCtOr.
Private
sector respondents were more likely to think
personnel.
that-sUpply-and demand would increase in the fdture than those in
the public sector due to the general public's growing interest in
hazardous waste facilities and waste-to-energy projects.

The respondents felt that certain key functions were currently -not being performed by practitioners in the field and that

there was a lack of understanding of environmental regulatory
programs, interface between the scientific community and practitionerS, ground water contamination and hazardous materials assessment and mitigation studies, and implementation and complianCe activity for mandated programs. These problems are related
to a shortage of qualified individuals and to educational needs.
The most significant educational issues concern a lack of practical 'knowledge by entrants and the need for greater interdisciA solution would be a combination of educaplinary education.
tion and field work, or internships.

The author recommended that environmental health science be
linked-with environmental studies programs at the university level. In addition, he suggested that the Association of Environmental Professionals, the National Environmental Health Associ50
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ation and the American Planning Association be linked to further

study this area, establish a national clearinghouse for work
force data, and establish a credentialing mechanism.

In response to a question at the workshop, the author said
he preferred to hirt a good generalist in environmental health.
He then spends six month.s training the person to meet agency
needs.
This system has reportedly worked well for his agency.
4.5

OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH

"A View of OccUpational Health Manpower:

Present and

Tuture" 'by David Fraser, -Department of Environmental Sciences and
Engineering, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill.

-This area differs from many in environmental health in that
employert are-well idehtified. Practitioners are trained in engineering or the .sciences, Wit only-those with a hcialth :focus are
included in the environmental health work force. This definition
indlUdei induitrial hygienists,_ occupation:: health ,physicians,
oCcupitiOnal tealth.:nurses, and.Occupational safety practitioners.
This Paper locus'ed primarily on the industrial hygienist.

The responsibility for injuries and illnetses in the work-

place was first .placed on-the employer in 1911 with the enactment
of the first workmans compensation-laws. This responsibility has
been emphasized with the e-Occupational Safety and Health Act of
1970 and the Hazard' Communication Adt. Recently, Congress passed
legislation-requiring employers to inform employees of potentially hazardouS -exposures.
'Occupational physicians and nurses were
first eMplOyed by industry to address these needs and reduce liability costs. _As it became evident that the solution may often
be- preventiVe rather than curative, the skills of industrial hy7
gieniSts_ and occupational safety practitioners were sought.

Although in the padt almost any employee might be assigned
the role of industrial hygienist regardless of background or
training, in 'recent years steps have been taken to ensure a qualified -work force.
The American Board of Industrial Hygiene cer-

tifievpractitioners by examination.

Five years of creditable
eXperiehde is usually required, although graduate education can
be substituted.
It is expected that, because of increased litigatidh in the field and an increased employer sensitivity, certification will become required for practice in the field.
There are appioximately 40 educational institutions offering
formal training in industrial hygiene. Of these, 27 have been
awarded training grants by the National Institute of Occupational
Safety and Health (NIOSH) to establish or maintain educational
programs.
Another 14 are parts of Educational Resource Centers
supported by NIOSH to provide training in the four core disci51
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plines of occupational safety and health. In 1986, the Educational Resource Centers enrolled 544 students in industrial hygiene programs. An additional 113 stud4nts were enrolled in the
27 programs with NIOSH training grant support. These programs
graduated a:total of 171 students, with 225 graduates expected in
The Educational Mesource Centert produced feWer graduates
1987.
in the other disciplines: 63 in Occupational Medicine, 61 in
_Occupational Nursing,
and 29 in Safety. Data are not available
on the. remaining- indu3trial hygiene programd. However-, the
author estimates that they graduate fewer than 50 students each
year. NIOSH requires that -the programs it supports maintain certain standards. Currently, however, there are no national standards for all training programs in the field. The American Industrial Hygiene Association (AIHA), though is moving to develop an
accreditation board for programs in industrial hygiene.

In estimating the. supply of Industrial hygienists, the
author made the assumption that the 8,000 members-of AIHA represented 80 percent of the work force in the field, for a total of
AIHA confirmed this figure in their own es10,000 individuals.
timates of the work force based on membership in, its local sec-tions and in the American Conference, of Governmental Industrial
Hygienists. Recent growth rates in the field suggest that the
industrial hygienist supply might increase to 11,500 - 12,500 by
As the supply of and demand for industrial hygienists are
1990.
sensitive to political and economic factors and to the proliferation of legislation in the area, it is expected that the need for
industrial hygienists will continue to increase. It is clear
that educational programs will require increased Federal support
in order to meet this need.
4.6

HAZARDOUS MATERIALS

"Work force Status and Outlook in Hazardous Materials
Management" by Richard L. Wade, Executive Vice President, Med-Tox
and Associates, Inc.

Hazardous materials management is defined as the control of
potentially hazardous materials from "the point of extraction of
raw products to their elemental destruction, transformation into
non-hazardous materials or disposal in controlled facilities."
The field is regulation-driven in that many steps are taken in
order to comply with government regulations and to protect businesses from liability. At the Federal level, regulations'include
those implementing the Safe,Drinking Water Act, the Hazardous and
Solid Waste Act, the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act, and
the Superfund.

The responsibilities of practitioners in this field vary
among employers. Those employed by the public sector are required to have skills related to regulation interpretation, pro52
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gram administration, monitoring, standard and criteria development, and general understanding of treatment options. Practitioners in the private sector need less knowledge of the regulatory process but, instead, are required to have strong skills in

engineering, treatment technology design, and some business
training. In other words, the public sector needs scientists

whereas the- private sector needs engineers.

Many professional job categories are found in hazardous material management.
These include industrial hygiene, chemical
engineering, environmental engineering, toxicology, geohydrology,
and quality assurance/quality control. The author stated that a

hazardous materials' management skerdaljat is not necessary.
Rather, the skills of the practitioners listed above must be

matched to the needs of individual businesses or government agencies.
For the most part, employers hire new industrial hygiene
or engineering gradtlates and then train them specifically for
work in hazardous materials. However, core curricula in hazardous materials at the graduate level as well as specialized two to
five day training courses are required to ensure a qualified work
force. The Superfund Amendments set aside $10 million for developing these much needed training programs. It was suggested that

acatalog of training courses be developed to aid employers in
locating available courses in specialized areas.

There is little or no quantitative information on the work
force in hazardous materials management.
The author estimates
that there are currently 40,000 - 70,000 professionals in the
field. Approximately 40 percent of these are employed by government agencies with the remainder in the private sector. The
average large company employees 3.4 staff to control hazardous
materials. Based on the results of a Region IV survey, the approximately 100,000 large private firms in the U.S. would create
a estimated demand by 1990 for 42,000 hazardous materials management professionals.
The EPA estimated that manpower needs may
rise from under 4,000 in 1985 to 21,000 by 1995 for the clean up
of uncontrolled sites.
4.7
4.7.1

INSTITUTIONS /RADIOLOGICAL HEALTH

y
ImatitutiAml_afetngi

Heath

"Environmental HealtY. Work force Demands: The Institutional
Environmental Health Sc.! entist" by Joe E. Beck, Director, Environmental Health Program, Western Carolina University.

Institutional environmental health scientists are educated
in the sciences and trained in the health implications' of the
environment in order to control the physical, biological, and
chemical hazards to human health in institutional settings.
These professionals are employed "in-house" by schools, hospi53
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tals, jails, day care facilities, and other similar institutions.
Individuals employed by state or local health departments to pe::form routine nursing home or other inspections are not included'
in this practitioner category. The need for professionals in
this field was created in part by the reaction of the insurance
industry to the bankruptcy of several national corporations recently because of environmental problems.

Various specialists are employed in this field, inclAing
safety officers, industrial hygienists, infection control managers, laboratory safety specialists, hazardous waste managers,
and, biohazard control officers. Larger institutions may employ a
however, most institutions are
wide range of these specialists;
unable to afford specialists and require a generalist with some
skills in these areas who can set up and manage a comprehensive
prograin to ensure health and safety.

A broad-based interdisciplinary education at the baccalaureate level is required for entry in this field. Coursework should
include toxicology, epidemiology, injury control principles, hazardous materials management, and program/project administration.
Currently, only the twenty-three undergraduate'and four graduate

programs accredited by the National Accreditation Council for
Environmental Health Curricula and the 24 accredited Schools of
Public Health can be verified as meeting minimum educational
standards for training in institutional safety and health. Continuing education is particularly important as an indivtaual
moves from a specialist to a generalist manager role. It should
incldde courses to increase competency in environmental health
and multidimensional courses to meet the specific needs of the
institution.
The author felt that five years of experience, in-

cluding a year each in supervision and administration is
necessary because of the complexity of the field. There is
currently no credentialing program specific to institutional
safety and health.
However, three associations, NEHA, the
American Academy of Sanitarians, and the Society of Environmental

Health Scientists, credential generalists in environmental
health.

The author estimates that 10,000 to 12,000 professionals are
currently in demand in this field. Many of these positions are
now filled by persons withdut a proper educational background or
comprehensive training. Need was estimated based on the institutional settings. Each of the nation's 2442 schools systems, 2500
higher education institutions, 7000 acute care facilities, 350
Federal and state correctional facilities, and 2400 county-wide
institutions is felt to need at least one institutional safety
and health professional. Larger facilities or systems would, of
course, require more positions. Thus, current need is estimated
to be at least 15,000.
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Current dernand for institutional environmental health scientists can only ,be -met at the expense of employers in other
.areas unless educational programs can prepare ari increased number
of individuals. The author recommended that training be provided
-.to, bring thote currently .employed in the field "up to par ". In
additiOn, 'enrOliterit
programs. at the :undergraduate and .gradu.,
,ate-lesiela must be encouraged. Federal ,funds are required for
this.
add it i oh ,_

role models for a comprehensive institutional

Safety and .health -program should be developed.
4.7.'2

Radiological Health

"Work- force -Status- arid Outlook for Radiological Health. Peraontiel"by H. Harold Lehman, Center for Devidcs and .Radiological
Health Food and Drug Administration_, U.S. Public Health Service.
Presented at the conference by Leo Snyder of the Public Health
Service.

Radiological health is concerned primarily with the harmful
aspects of arid. unnecessary- exposures to ionizing- forms. Of
tion. The majority of.. prolessionals, in the field- are health phy,-sicists; thus, the paper focused -On this .group. Health-phyaicists- are employed by 'Federal agencies, including the Nuclear.
Regulatory COMMission,, Department of Energyr, and- the Food and
Drug Administration; state "health departinents or environ mental
control agencies; universities, 'hospitals and medical centers,
and _Variona industrial facilities-, including nuclear power
plants. The nuclear power industry employs
the greatest percent,-

age of practitioners.
Practice in radiological health usually requires basic education in the physical sciences. Other disciplines include public health, engineering, biology., chemistry, electronics, and
medicine. For practitioners involved in food or water sampling
and analysis activities, a broader background in environmental
health is required. In order to be certified by the American
Board of Health Physicists, health physicists must hold a baccalaureate degree in _physical science or engineering and must have
Employment by state

-Sixyears- of- 'exrierien-ce" in lie-al-th physics.

agencies usually requires a Bachelor of Science or Master of
Science degree with three to five years of experience in the
field. Medical facilities and the nuclear industry are more
likely to require a master's or doctoral degree.
Estimates of the supply of radiological health practitioners
range from 6,000 to 12,100 individuals. Data on employees of
state agencies are collected by the Conference of Radiation Control Program Directors. For FY 1985, data on 1,000 personnel
showed that two-thirds are at the professional level and the
remainder are technical and support personnel. Only 7.8 FTE's
are involved in non-ionizing programs.
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Although there has been a dramatic reduction in the number
of nuclear .reactors built !II recent years, radiological health
personnel demand is strong. The largest area of growth is associated with medical and res!arch institutions due to new legislation and technology in the field. The increasing problem of radioactive waste handling ard disposal is also affecting demand.
Enrollments in education programs, particularly at the doctoral level, have decline( in recent years because of curtailed
Federal financial support. Schools of public health have also
reduced. programs in radiol)gical health due to a lack of funding.
Howevert_prior emphasis cn specialization and credentialing in
the field has declined in recent years becauSe of the re-auction
in nuclear power plant construction. In order to meet the more
stringent standards being established and deal with new areas of
concern such as radon, industry must assume a more active role in
the education of radiological health practitioners.
4.8

SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT, HOUSING, VECTOR CONTROL, AND NONWORKPLACE INJURY CONTROL

"Work force Status and Outlook for General Environmental
Health Professionals Responsible for Solid Waste Management,
Housing, Vector Concrol, and Nonworkplace Injury Control" by
George A. Kupfer, Director, Bureau of Consumer Protection and
Environmental Health, Milwaukee Health Department.

These areas are usually the responsibility of sanitarians in
state or local health departments who spend a portion of their
time in each area. The work force consists of professionals and
technicians with a wide variety of backgrounds and training exAlthough graduates of,environmental health programs
periences.
are usually desired, employers accept a range of other backgrounds. Due to the diversity of titles, location in a variety
of departments or agencies, the responsibility for several program areas by a single individual, and a lack of data, it was
difficult to estimate supply, demand and needs. For each area,
the author surveyed agencies in five states and extrapolated
In all
based on population to the United States as a whole.
cases, only personnel involved in preventive public health activities were included.
Solid waste management consists of the planning, administration and, regulatton of the storage, transportation and disposal
of solid wastes. Practitioners are found at all levelsof the
In the past few decades, responsibility for this
public sector.
work has shifted from the local level to tl'e states, which have
assumed the primary role in enforcing Federal regulations. In
addition, consulting organizations and private industry utilize
sanitarians and scientists for the control of solid waste. The
author estimated that there are 3,500 full-time equivalent (FTE)
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professionals and 8,000 FTE technicians currently employed in
solid wast management. These figures include only those person-

nel with a focus on public health, not those responsible for sur-

veillance or trash pickup. This work force Is not expected to
There is, however, a need for training of existing professional and technical staff. Employers are expected to seek to
replace staff with individuals with more technical training in
expand.

toxicology, epidemiology, chemistry, biology and engineering.
'Housing inspection programs vary considerably among states
Generally, most states and large communi-

arid= local communities.

ties regulate hotels, motels, rooming houses, and residential
Tiany Ose the model code developed by the American
Publit Health Association in 1952 as the basis for their regulations.
Housing regulation involves activities in zoning and oc-

-hb-usiE4.

cupancy approvals, community planning, .publ =ic education, elimina-

tion of nuisances, and inspection. Few programs have comprehensive regulations related to safety and injury control. The current supply of FTE professionals in this field is estimated to be
4,000, with an additional 8,000 technicians.
The number of pro-

fessionals may decrease slightly in the future; however, new
areas of concern such as indoor air pollution and toxins will
create a need for individuals with training in toxicology and
epidemiology. Persons with industrial hygiene backgrounds will
also- be sought.

Vector control programs in health departments may focus entirely on the traditional control of rodents, or they may be expanded to include the control of insects, birds, wild and domesticated animals, snakes and other vectors. In addition to employment at all levels of government, personnel in this area are
also employed by private industry. The author estimated the cur-

rent work force to be 6,000 FTE professionals and 20,000 FTE
technicians.
Due to decreased community resources and the lack
of readily apparent problems in this area, there is currently a
trend to reduce staffing.
However, in the long run this will
lead to increased problems and a need for more personnel. The
increased use of toxic chemicals to control vectors will have a

large impact on the work force by creating a need for an expanded
knowledge of chemistry, toxicology, and the concepts of epidemiology used in sulveillance and enforcement.

Non-workplace injury control is a relatively new field. It
can include the control of vehicle-related injuries, injuries
caused by unsafe environmental conditions in public places or
private residences, and injuries caused by chemicals, toys or
food.
The extent of programs in government jurisdictions varies
considerably,from those that are purely educational to those
that develop standards and regulations to prevent injuries. Very
few local health departments have comprehensive programs in this
field. Interest in the field at this time is greatest at the
Federal level and in large, heavily populated areas. The current
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-Supply-of praCtitioners in injury control was estimated as 900
FTE professionals and 2,000 FTE technicians. A quickening of
demand; for individuals trained in environmental toxicology, chemistry 40- toXicolOgy is predicted.
An attempt was made to describe and estimate the work force
However, the lack of an adequate:definition for this, field made estimation impossible.
in consumer,_ protection and _safety.

In general, the author felt-that there is a need for gradu;ate level envirOninental epidemiologist's and toxicologists. He
exPectsthis need to increase_-_ over the next:few_years, particularly at the,Fdderal_rand state levels and in 16-cal health dePartMents. Continuing education. -to upgrade the current work force is
Individuals apecifitally- educated in chemistry,
aiSO required.
environmental toxicology amd'enVironmental epidemiology will be
the meantime, those with backgrounds in
most eagerly sought..

indUatrialtyglene
'6440f-work fotae.

be hired to replace those leaving the

4.9 RISK ASSESSMENT/ENVIRONMENTAL TOXICOLOGY/ENVIRONMENTAL EPI-

Elmimodr
"Training a Work force in the Fie;ds of Environmental Toxi-

cology, Epidemiology and Risk Assessment" by Christopher
Sehonwalder, National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences.

The National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences
(NIEHS) supports programs under the National Research Service
Awards Act for doctoral and post-doctoral training in environmental, toxicology, pathology, mutagenesis, and epidemiology and
biostatistics. Because of this, NIEHS maintains data on the work
force in these specialties.

Environmental toxicology is the study of the processes by
which environmental agents affect biological systems and by which
the-biological _systems, react with and influence the action and
fate of toxic agents. The primary focus of toxicology is on hazToxicologists are certiard assessment and safety evaluation.
fied primarily by the American Board of Toxicology which requires
either a doctorate and three years of experience or a master's
degree with seven years of experience. he Academy of Toxicology
Sciences also certifies toxicologists.
The supply of environmental toxicologists has been estimated
to be approximately 5,000. Need estimates have varied wlbstantially among various studies. The most recent study indicated a

need for an additional 1,000 doctoral-level toxicologists and
2,000-3,000 with undergraduate degrees. The need for an increased
number of professionals in this area is based on:
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An increased emphasis in the past decade on workplace
safety and environmental quality;

and,

The passage of the National Environmental Policy Act
(1969), the Clean Air Act (1970), the Occupational Safety
and Health Act (1970), and*, particulary, the 1976 Toxic
Subitances Control Act.

Environmental epidemiology is the "study of the relationship
of environmental factors to the occurrence of mental and physical
disease, including adverse reproductive outcomes, in human popu-

lations.": Unlike general epidemiology which works "backwards"

from ,a -disease to detetmine the, icausal factor's, erivironMental

epidemiology begins with expOSure to an environmental agent and
then, deterMines if there are adverse health effects. This requires in-depth knOwledge of biomedicine. Environmental epidemiologists are certified by the American College of Epidemiology.
Estimates of 'the supply-of epidemiologists
several studies =have been based on the number of degrees awarded, primarily
by schoOls of public health. The mc'st recent of these, completed
in 1985 for the Centers for Disease Contkol, estimated that 450

degrees were awarded annually,
For the most -part, the
literature suggests that there is currently a shortage of
epidehiolOgists and that this shortage is likely to increase in
the futute. The 1985 CDC study estimated that the demand for
epidemiologists in 1988 would range from approximately 5,500 to
7,500.
In- 1984 -85, NIEHS conducted a manpower study to determine
the supply, demand and needs for environmental epidemiologists at
five distinct training levels. That study indicated a market
balance for terminal master's, doctoral no prior M.D.) and postdoctoral training levels in 1988, 1987 and 1986, respectively;
howeVer, NIEHS felt that these data might not be accurate.

A question was raised concerning the difficulties of NIEHS
in- estimating the supply of and demand for what are possibly the
most well-defined areas in the field of environmental health.
Most of the difficulty resulted from an over-optimism on ,the part
of' university betSbichel as to the MUMber Of graduates that would
be produced in the future. There were also problems in separating environmental epidemiologists fror general epidemiolos,,sts.
In addition, the political and economic climate existing at the
time estimates are made greatly influence those estimates. For
example, In 1980 there was a shortage of research toxicologists;
however, it was felt that by 1985 all of the positions in industry would be filled. This was due to the political retrenchment
and problems at EPA at the time. NIEHS currently tracks toxicologists and finds that demand continues to exceed supply.
Although risk assessment is a new specialty in environmental
its processes have been used by environmental toxicologists and epidemiologists for many years. Risk assessment models
health,
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are developed ,by practitioners to ,show the association_ between
exposures and disease and to quantify that exposure in terms. of
=dosages. The models are mathematical expressions of the chances
'of ,disease occurrence with various dosages. Because the field is
so young and does not have a well- defined Work force, the author
_

was unable to estimate its supply and demand. However, at least
in' the near ,fUture, work in this_ area will primarily be done by
envIronmental toxicologists and epidemiologists.
4:10 ACADEMIcIANS

".Work force Status and Outlook for Environmental Health and:
Bowling, Gree..1,.State
,Science. Academicians" by -Gary Silverman, Bowling.
.1krIn,
Anderson, Tulane
University (undergraduate: ,prOgraMs)-,,
programs
in .schoola
of
Public=
.-gdaith
(graduate
.University.
Carolina
University
of !publid- health),, "Trenton Davie', East
Atiate programs outside. schools- ofpUblic health), and Amer E_ 1-.;
4hraf,_ California, State- UniversitY. (team leaddi: and editor)..
Of -the 400 to -450 'undergraduate programs with. "environment"
:30 could be considered to have a,
in the title,- _approximately
This -figure was based-On- the results of a limited

health' focus.
phOne survey of programs. HoWever, as the-Coundil on Addredita.tiOn--of Undergraduate Curricula and Graduate Curriaiiia has addle,.
dited 75 percent of thia number, the author acknowledges that his
estimate 'may well be .16w. The National Environmental Health As.,
soclation lists the total -nurfiber Of programs: as -64.: The under-tainty regarding the: -number of undergraduate programs is caused
priMakily by definitional problems.
-Based on the phone survey, there were- an -estimated 100 to

equivalent fadulty positions in undergraduate prothat environgrams. The estimate was complicated by the fadtdisdipiines
and
-Mental health programs mayuad faculty from other
teach
in
other
programs
or
that environmental health fadd2,1.1-y may
for
A
doctoral
degree
is
preferred
at
different program levels.
fecultyin-the-areav_however.. field_exPerience _and_ national cer150:

fietification in an area of specializatiwi are also important.
Curhealth.
latively few faculty hold degrees in environmental

rently, the demand is highest for individuals with backgrounds in
4.ndustrial hygiene.

Undergraduate programs tend to rely heavily on part-time
faculty working in the field of environmental health. This helps
keep programs up-to-date with new technologies and. issues in the
programs have internfield. In addition, a large number of theexperience.
ships to provide students with practical

in the
There are currently 24 schools of public health
st-idents,

on
United States. Each provides annual information
faculty and expenditures to the Association of Schools of Public
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Health.

TherefOrei this is one area in which data are readily
Based on 1981 data on 21 schools,
Of the900.0',stUdents enrolled overall, apprOximately
1300 were
-Specializing in environmental or-occupational health.
There were
about-42.5aradUated in,these:areas.
available -on the- work force.

Data,frot'1985-198Cindidate that 23 of the-schools employed142, faculty- in OnVirchtental and occupational health.
Contrary
torUnderaradUate,Programs in-environmental health, almost 90 per- cent Of these faculty Were.etplOye6 full=tite.
The most preval
ent terminal degree' among faculty is the -Ph.D. AlthoUgh additionaI,orbdentialing is UsnalIymot_reqbired for elliplOyment:, anumberoffiaiilty -members hold national:Ceitifications
Unlike
those--

other proaraOsin SChOols,ofpublic health,

very
few- faculty in environmental .or occupationhealth hold- joint appOintfients;

There are significant constraints in developing
teaching

programd to support ,the important emerging areas in the field of
environmental health:
The iadk of financial :support- for faculty
6t0:1- durrit4Ulin -development, particularly .since the
decline- in
support, frOt the,Bureau,of'ffealthPrOfessions, is
particularly
itpOrtant. 'The schoolsi.emphasis.,on research, -rather than setvice activities and practice in environmental health,
is also a
hindrance.

As with undergraduate programs, there are no data concerning
the specific number of graduate programs in environmental health
outside schools of public health. Only four programs are currently accredited by NEHA.
A 1980 study listed 36
On
the average, these programs enrolled 65 students andprograms.
graduated
12
students each year. The majority conferred the masterrs degree,
half offered a doctoral program. There was little information
regarding faculty. Thirteen graduate programs
outside schools of
public health were included in a 1985 survey by
NEHA. These programth employed an average of 5.7 faculty members.
Almost 30 percent held doctorates in environmental health and over half had
field emperience.

An additional study of graduate programs outside schools of
Public health was conducted by Hatlin
of, the University of
Washington :school of Public Health and Community Medicine in
1986, as a follow-up to the 1980 study of 36
programs.

Only
those programs which met the following definition were included:
they must have a public health focus, award at least one graduate
degree each year, have actively enrolled students, and be outside
schools of public health. Of the 36 programs that
responded,
only 15 met the criteria. On the average, these
programs
nine full time faculty members and enrolled 37 students. had
The
obvious lack of data on these programs made it impossible
to determine faculty supply, demand, and need.
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In general,at all academic levels, workEihOp participants

in

emerging
Courses
-felt that training= was an L.:portant. issue.
fields such as ;risk_ communication and hazardous materials management, as well as in the Mcire. traditional; -areas- of environmental
is essential that educational
In addition, -:
health are needed.
programs 7keep,'up" with- new, technologies and isSUeS, in the field.
However, .faculty members reminded: participants that only a finite
the
,number of -coUrseix. could be taught at any one level due
limited number of credit hours available. It was also suggested

to

that the purpose of undergraduate programs was to educate ,stU7.,dents, generically and not necessarily in environmental health,
speci*hereas.....educition ai the -graduate', level could be viewed as
fic job preparation 'in, environmental health.

5
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5.

SUMMARY OF WORKGROUP POSITION PAPERS

_At_the_workshopp_the_fime. w_oxkgrpup,.., developed_luantitative

estimates of supply, demand and need in the environmental health
The groups defined- the
Specialties to which they were assigned.
specialty -areas, Aliscm,sed the factors- which influenced the work
force4 suggested, methods by .which existing data gaps might be
closed, and made, recommendations for preparing an adequate work
force. The academician sPecialty. was 'analyzed-after the workshop
was concluded Using the data provided by the five workgroups to

deterMine how many -academicians are required to educate the
number6 needed in the 'various specialty areas. Summaries of the
position papers are presented below. Complete texts are availTapes of some of the discussions are also
able on request.
available.

The process used by the groups in making the estimates was
as follows. The first sty was to examine all existing sources
of data. These included published reports and articles, data
from professional associations and pertinent information from
A compilation of these data was made
unpublished sources.
available to all participants prior to the workshop. Another
important resource, also distributed to the participants prior to

the workshop, were the commissioned papers. Using data from
theSe materials as points of departure, each group utilized the
knowledge and judgment of its members to determine the estimates
of supply, demand and needs in its assigned specialties. No
specific format was imposed for conducting the group sessions.
-The-procesS-used, was-essentially one of arriving at consensus
through- informed discussion. A suggested outline of the position
papers and a glossary of terms helped to achieve consistency and
comparability of estimates.
Documentation of how the numerical estimates shown in Exhibits 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3, (pages 21, 22, and 23) were arrived at is
contained in the .background and position papers. As has been
described, these estimates are the results of lengthy deliberations by groups of experts whose goal was to determine the most
accurate numb "rs possible based on available data and on carefully applied knowledge and judgment. The estimates will help fill
Until definitive surveys are undertaken
an important data gap.

they will provide the most comprehensive and timely estimates
available on the environmental health work force.
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$.1 AIR AND WATER
In, developing its estimates of the work force in Air and
Water, this group included individuals whose employment, educational badkground or job function is in environmental.health,
as
defined in ChaPter 1 of this report. It looked at the following
,personnel categories: scientist, engineer, specialist,
operator,
and technician, and other. The scientist, engineer and specialist categories and a portion of the other category can be considered professional.
The specialty areas of air quality, water
supply, and, wastewater were considered separately.
are-re-sp-Onsibie fdf maintaining
level of air quality that ensures the health., welfare, comforta
and convenience of the community. 'Based on data presented in the
background papers and other material, the group estimated
that
the 1987 supply of practitioners in air quality included
approximately 1,575 scientists, 5,200 engineers, 10,150 specialists,
10,150 teohnicians, and 1,000 other practitioners. These estimates total 27,925. The group determined that 1987
demand equaled supply.
The '1987 need was estimated to be only slightly
higher; 28,350, with the difference accounted for by individuals
who would address the problems of acid rain, acid disposition,
toxics and indoor air pollution. Estimates for 1992 were based
on a projected five percent increase in 1987 demand, supply and
need' yielding totals of 29,321 for supply
and demand and 29,767
for need.

Practitioners in noise control develop and impler.tent programs to prevent loss of hearing, minimize the psychological
effects of noise, and reduce the nuisance associated

with noise.
Although personnel in this area are highly specialized, the group
felt that their supply and demand was low. Due to the lack of

available data, the group was unable to estimate current or
future supply, demand and need in this area. It did note, how-

ever, that this area was essential and must not be neglected.

Environmental health practitioners specializing in water

supply' work to supply safe and acceptable water to the community
to prevent disease. The group estimated that the 1967 supply in

this area was 186,000 including 5,000 scientists, 22,500 engineers, 4,500 specialists, 84,000 operators, 60,000 technicians,
and 10,000 others. Demand in 1987 was estimated to equal supply.
The group felt that a total of 192,500 personnel was needed,

including individuals to monitor chemicals in the new water

otandard and additional scientists to improve the understanding
of factors essential to water quality maintenance. For 1992,
supply and demand were both projected to be 195,300, with need at
202,125.
These values are five percent above the 1987 levels.

Personnel in the wastewater area are responsible for controlling water pollution from municipal and industrial sources.
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The 1987 estimated supply of practitioners in this field includes
5,'800 scientists, 17,000 engineets, 12,000 specialists, 85,000
operators, 90,000 technlcians and 10,000 others for a total of
2194800. Again, it was determined that demand equaled supply.
The group felt that an increased number of operators and techni-

cians were needed and estimated the 1987 need to be 235,000.
Estimates for 1992 were based on a five percent increase and were
230,790 for supply and demand and 246,750 for need.

This group felt that training ,of personnel at all degree
levels, continuing education programs, self-teaching and extension courses, and the retraining of personnel in the new and
emerging' areas of public health vere imperative. It recommended
that Federal funding support these educational programs.

5.2

MILK AND FOOD PROTECTION AND INSTITUTIONAL SAFETY & HEALTH

Milk and food protection programs assure that food (including mak) and food products are safe, wholesome and sanitary at
a1'1 stages: production, processing, distribution, transportation, and service. The majority of practitioners in the field
Others are
are employed by state and local health departments.
associated with Federal regulators, food manufacturers, food processors and distributbrs, warehouses, restaurants, and institutional establishments. Most practitioners are sanitarians; a
baccalaureate degree is usually required for entry to the field.

Problems in determining the supply of and demand and need
for personnel in this area resulted from sanitarians in local
health departments being likely to work in a variety of areas.
In addition, the variety of job titles used made it difficult to
estimate the numbers working in industry. Despite these factors,
the group estimated that supply and demand were balanced in 1987
An additional 7,000 personnel were felt
at 14,000 practitioners.
to be nee.7.cd to achieve "ptimal levels of protection of the food
supply. For 1992, the group estimated that sapply and demand
would be equal at 17,500 and that need would increase to 24,000.

This group felt that there were education and training inadequacies in the areas offoodborne illness sources, food crisis
management, food processor inspections milk protection, and monitoring imported food. Emerging problems are irradiated foods,
new pathogens, and new technologically sophisticated production
and processing methods. These problems will result in a need for
an increased number of personnel, improved training programs,
improved interagency cooperation, and increased industry responsibility and accountability. Inadequate salaries, particularly at
state/local health departments, are also a problem.

program

budgets are not likely to increase
to meet these national needs, therefore Federal support may be
State' and local
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necessary.

An alternative source of funding is "fee for service"
licensing.
In order to meet the training needs of the work
force, the Group recommended the establishment of a National Food

Protection Academy to provide both apprentice and journeyman

level technical training, the establishment of a national registration program for all environmental health disciplines, a certification specialty in milk and food protection and other specialty areas, and mandatory continuing education. Government,
industry and professional associations must work together to meet
these needs. A periodic survey by a recognized organization such
as the National Environmental Health Association would
best
measure the work force in environmental health.

The grodp define institutional safety and health as the

control of biological, physical and chemical factors which affect
man's health and degrade the quality of life in the
institutional
setting. Praci itioners, including managers, scientists and sani-

tarians, are responsible for a wide variety of activities including food, air, water, radiation, infection, occupational
health, safety, waste management, and public education. Professionals should hold a bachelor's degree in environmental health
and a master's degree in environmental health or public health.

Estimates of supply, demand and need were developed by

determining the number of practitioners in each of the following
institutional settings:
hospitals, nursing homes, two-and fouryear universities, K-12 school systems, Federal and state detention facilities, and county jails. The 1987 supply was estimated
to be 18,250 vIrsonnel and a demand for 19,115. The need was
determined to be 29,550.
Increases in demand and need for these

personnel are expected due to increasing liability, changing
technology, expanding public awareness, new legislation and required cert:lications. By 1992, the supply of personnel was predicted to decrease to 12,175 because fear of AIDS will inhibit
some individuals from entering the field. Demand in that year
was estimated to be 28,060 with a need for 45,450 personnel.

The group recommended that (1) a role delineation model and
core-curriculum be developed for training institutional environ-

mental health professionals;

(2)

a model of a comprehensive

institutional program be developed; (3) congruency between undergraduate and graduate educational programs be established; and,
(4) academic institutions be encouraged to expand existing programs at all levels and to develop new programs.
5.3

HAZARDOUS MATERIALS MANAGEMENT AND ENVIRONMENTAL EPIDEMIOLOG! /ENVIRONMENTAL TOXICOLOGVRISIC ASSESSMENT

This group first defined each field and then estimat'ld the
supply, demand and need for each.
Hazardous, materials managers
are those professionals involved in the control and management of
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hazardous wastes.Environmental epidemiologists develop, implement
and evaluate environmental epidemiological investigations, with
an emphasis on the use of methodological and mathematical tools
to assist in the identification of the causes of disease. Environmental toxicologists determine the adverse health effects
to
and the mechanisms of those effects resulting from exposure
agents in the,environment. Risk assessors use available informa-

tion to evaluate and estimate the probability and likely consequences of exposure to a substance through a process involving
hazard communication, exposure assessment, dose-response assessment,:and risk characterization.
The 1987 supply of hazardous materials management -prof essiOnile i4e6 estimated-to be, 50;000: As is true of all numbers-in
this category, these are individuals not FTEs. As the demand was
determined to be 55,000, a large, shortagewas estimated for the
Need, at 75,000 individuals, results in an even larger
field.
shortage. The situation was not expected to improve by 1992.
Supply in that year was estimated to be 75,000 practitioners with
These figures we-?.
a- demand for 85,090 and need for 100,000.
of
large
and
small
hazardous materib? ad on the current numbers
particularly
acute bealP generators. Needs in this field are
need
for all
of
skills
required
and
the
cause of the diversity
level
of
competence.
professionals to maintain a high

The group estimated that there are currently 500 environ-

mental epidemiologists, a demand for 600, and a need for 700. By
1992, the supply is expected to increase to 750. However, demand
and need are also predicted to increase to 800 and 1,000, respectively.

The 1987 supply of environmental toxicologists was estimated
One third of these practitioners are in basic
to be 3,000.
research and the remainder are in applied toxicology. Demand, at
3,600 practitioners, and need at 4,000, both exceed the supply in
this field. By 1992 the shortage was predicted to increase, with
group
supply at 3,500, demand at 4,300 and need at 6,500. The Health
National
Institute
of
Environmental
felt that the current
Sciences training programs could be expanded to meet the needs in
both epidemiology and research toxicology; however, new 'programs
would be needed to increase the number of applied toxicologists.

The group did not estimate the work force in risk assessment
for the following reasons: (1) it was felt that risk assessments
and toxicolowere currently being conducted by epidemiologists
concerning
whether
risk assessgists; (2) there was disagreement
(3)
qualificament would become a specialty area or an activity;
established;
tions for individuals in this area have not been
field.
and, (4) there is little training for individuals in this

In General, this group felt that government has failed to
in envir7
provide the leadership for effective program management
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.onmental health.
In addition, current edu:ational and training
resources are insufficient to ensure a competent
work force.
group also stated that sufficient
data on the work force has been
collected and government should now move to
providing proper hazardous waste trainir
rectify these problems, it w_as recom-

mended that the Put
Lth Service be responsible for seeing
that the necessary t-1.4
j, and education is provided and that it
work with the Environizental
Protection Agency and other Federal
agencies to develop .a national
plan to
force in hazardous matciialt management. develop a competent work
5.4

OCCUPATIONAL, SAFETY. 4. HEALTH- AND RADIOLOGICAL
HEALTH

The field of occupational safety and health is
comprised of
industrial hygiene, occupational medicine,
occupational health nursing, and occupational
safety.
The priniary emphasis* of practitioners in these
categories
is
on
the manAgement of hazards in the workplace.
The
group
first
defined
qualitative criteria bated on certification
by
appropriate
organizations, education and experience,
These
were
considered
to be
the desirable

fur major areas:

qualifications, although
practicing in the field may not meet them. individuals currently
Based on estimates by the Bureau of Health
Professions, the
1987 supply of industrial hygienists
was
determined
to be 11,000
individuals.
The group felt that there was no surplus
age of practitioners in this area, so demand equaledor shortsupply.
Need was estimated to exceed demand by
25
percent,
for
a
total
of
13,750 individuals.

Assuming that

undergraduate and graduate
programs graduate 500 students per year
over and above the number
required to replace retirees: the%1992
supply
was projected to be
13,500. The historical growth rate in
industrial hygiene, as
determined by the National Institute for Occupational
Safety and
Health (NIOSH), would set demand at 15,000 by 1992.
Need
again exceed demand by 25 percent, or 18;750 practitioners. would
The supply of occupational safety
practitioners in 1987 was
estimated to be 431690 based on a 1977
survey by NIOSH.
The
group felt that both demand and need in
this
area
equaled
supply
and that no or little growth was expected
(based on the results
of a 1985 NIOSH study). Therefore, in
1992
supply, demand and
need would again be equal at 45,920
practitioners, assuming a one

percent growth rate per annum.

The 1987 supply of qualified occupational
determined to be 10,800 individual's using the health nurses was
results of a 1985
study by Christensen while the total
supply
(qualified
and unqualified) was 29,000. Thus 18,000
nurses
are
estimated
to
need
additional training. Demand and need
were
estimated
to
be
29,000
based on. 1980 estimates by the Department
of Health and Human
Services (DHHS) and 1987 figures of
the Bureau of Health irofes68

Data from NIOSH indidates that growth in this
be ,approximately 3.2 -percent per year, thus the 1992
,supply is eiecte,d, to increase to 12,643: 'individuals:- Demand and
,need Were, estimated to rise to 34;440' practitioners, assuming' the
.sions Ips,P.H8).

percent annual. growth; rate determined by NIOSH in 1978.

'The groUp had difficulty determining the aupply, demand and
-need. for ocoupational health physiciana becaude- the majority of
practitioners.- -are not 13!::)ard eligible or ,certified. In addition,
many Pradizitioners do not ,consider -occupational health. to- be
their primary specialty and, are not employees of n inatitution.
BliPt estimated the 1987 supply of Occupational- physicians to be
baaed on self - reported data ficirn, AMA. 'HoweVet only a
small portion are board certified.. 'The- Graduate ,Medical. Bcluca-

tiOn National. AdVisoky CoMmittee (GMENAC) projected' the 1990' need

-.used' BHPria
to be 2,300 board Certified pkaatitionerS.. The group felt
'that. the
figures, for the 1987 demand and need because they
increased
since
demand and need for personne' in this field-has
rate
of
at
least
ten
per1985 and will continue to 14 .ease at a,
cent each year, The '1987' supply- was determined to be 1,200
practitioners based_ on --the .number of ,board certified -and-board
5.0
phySidians. 'The group. assumed :a, net gain of
11550.
physicians per -year so that the 1092 supply- would' be
Based- on a Cen-,perCent growth rater 1992 demand and need were

estimated to be 4-1-830,

The group felt that shortages- in these'areas could be at-

tributed to a lick of tederal.ftinding, the _laCk Of .paild' residenc_payment -ifOr
ies or internships, and the lack of- industrydemand
for pradtraining. In order to balance the supply of and
and
private
titioners, the group recommended increased, public,
dollars
for
graduate
funding, greater utilization of _research
students and training, increased funding- of professional training
by the states, and an increased number of professional pkograms.
'be placed on
In addition, they felt that a higher priority should
training and educatibn, particularly at the graduate level.
In order to address the data gaps in occupational .safety and
for each of- the four
health, the group ,felt it was imperative
requirements
of its procategories to identify and delineate the
could
fession. After so doing, professional associations providecollect
funddata -on -their memberships or Federal agencies could
ing for a- national survey.
The field of radiological health includes two primary professional categories, healti pitysj.dists and radiation Protection,
tear,Capgists. Both_ are educated in' the physical sciences. Howeve,:, radiation protection technologists. have a relatively limitradiological
ed scope of work ane authority concerning complex
estimated
to be
The
1987
supply
of
health
physicists
was
issues.
approximately 7,900 based on data from the 1981. Sympvgium of the
Natidrial Council on Radiation Protection keasursments. Demand
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and need for 1987 were estimated to be 9,400 according
to the
Depaitment of. Labor.
In 1973, the American College of Radiology
and the AMerican AsSociation of Physicists
in Medicine projected
a gtowth rate of seven percent per year. Using this figure, the
groUp determined' that 1992 supply, demand and need for healthphysiaists would be 11,130, 13,180 and 13,180 respectively.
The 1987 supply of radiation protection
technologists, based
on the membership of professional associations and the staffing
of major employers, was estimated to be 2,00'0.
demand
and ;need were detern:ned to be 3,000 based on a Current
50 percent increase in- need and understaffed positions in the areas of
indoor
air quality (radon) and medical radiological health.
Estimates
for 1992 were based- on the 7 percent growth rate
for health
physicists. The supply would increase to 2,800 used
practitioners,
while demand and need would both increase to 4,200.

The group attributed the shortages in radiological health
personnel to the significant curtailment of Federal
for
education at the graduate level, the reduced level ofsupport
construction of nuclear power plants, and a growing
skepticism on the
part of citizens toward the nuclear industry.
Recommendations
to
addr
these prOblems focused on Federal or industry support of
fbrm
education and training programs, particularly at the graAuate
5.5 -LAND USE 'PLANNING & MANAGEMENT AND SOLID
WASTE MANAGEMENT,
HOUSING, VECTOR CONTROL AND NONWORKPLACE INJURY CONTROL

-Land use planning and management involves the review of land
use proposals to assess environmental impacts and evaluate health
risks and the recommendation of actions to
ensure the health and
safety of.the public, as well as to protect the environment
from

degradation. Professionals in the area include environmental
health practitioners, engineers and planners.
Determination of
the supply of professionals in this field in 1987
was based on
estimates of the work force in California and extrapolated to the
U.S. as -'a whole; This resulted in an estimated
supply of 3,000
to 5,000 practitioners.
Based on the group's knowledge and
expertise, demand and need were both estimated to be between
3,300 and 5,500 individuals. By 1992, the supply was predicted
to increase to 3,500 - 6,000 with demand and need both
rising to
4,000 to ,000 professionals. The group felt that legislation,
regulation, and increased public awareness could
affect future
supply and demand in this field.

Recommendations in .this area included:
(1) linking the
NatiOnal Environmental Health Association, the Association
of

Environmental Professionals and the American Planning
to continue to study this area; (2) establishing Association
a national
clear;,nghouse for the collection of work force data; and, (3)
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developing a credentialing mechanism.

The group also felt that

university programs should include experience and practical
methods courses in the curriculum and that additional courses on
national and state policies be added.
In each of the "other" areas, demand figures were developed
based on estimates of the work force in five states extrapolated
to the nation as a whole.' The Federal work force was then added.

Supply and need were developed based.on the knowledge and experience of group members. For solid waste management,the 1987
demand was estimated to be 3,500 professionals and 8,000 technicians. It was felt that there was a shortage of professionals in
this- area (supply of 2,000) and a surplus of technicians (supply
In order to develop a qualified work force in the
of 9,000).
area, the group .felt that 7,000 professionals and 4,500 technicians-Wore needed. The 1992 demand was estimated to equal the
1987 need. Need in that year would remain constant and would
There would still be a shortage of professionals
equal demand.
(supply of 4,000) and a surplus of technicians (supply of 6,000).
The group recommended that continuing education opportunities be
expanded to update technicians in the current work force so that
they might help meet the demand for professionals. It also felt
that individuals with %nowledge of chemistry, biology and engineering, as well as toxicology and epidemiology would be in great
demand.

In the field of housing, the 1987 demand was estimated to be
Ay000 profesaionals and 8,000 technicians. T.s in solid waste
management, the group perceived a shortage of professionals (supply of 2,000) and a surplus of technicians (supply of 12,000).
The need was determined to be for 9,000 professionals and 3,000
technicians. By 1992 both demand and need were expected to equal
the 1987 need of 9,000 professionals and 3,000 technicians. The
total number of practitioners was expected to increase by 1992,
The supply of profesalthough there would still be imbalan'es.
sionals was predicted to be 4,000 while that of technicians
.remained at 12,000. Specific to this area, Group 3 suggested
that competition for declining resources among programs at the
local level could result in a slight decrease in the size of the
However, new concerns such as indoor air pollution
work force.
and other toxics would increase the future need for individuals
with training in toxicology and epidemiology. Backgrounds in
industrial hygiene will also be sought.
The 1987 demand c.or professionals in the area of vector con-

trol was estimated to be 6,000, while that for technicians was
20,000. The supply was estimated to be 2,000 professionals and
30,000 technicians. The 1987 need was for 10,000 professionals
The 1992 demand was estimated to equal
and 16,000 technicians.
3987 need. The supply of professionals was predicted to increase
to 4,000 while the number of technicians would remain constant at
30,000. The 1992 need would be for 13,000 individuals in each
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category. The croup ,recommended that the training of technicians
be increased to elevate them to the professional level in order
to meet the needs of the field. It also suggested that the use
of, toxic chemieals in the control of vectors will require that
indiViduals have more knowledge of chemistry, toxicology and epideMioIcigy.

Injuries were defined by the group to be unintentional, nonodaupatiOnal and non-motor vehicle accidents. Current demand illthe injury_contl:ol field was estimated to be 900 professionals
and 2,000 technicians.. Again, the group felt that there was a
shortage of professionals (Supply of 400) and an overabundance of
ediltlicians (supply of 4,000). The need estimates reveal a requirement fcr klarge number of professionals (6,000) and few
technicians (800). By 1992, the demand for professionals was
expected to increase to 1,500 individuals while technician demand
remained constant.
Because few injury control programs no,.
exist, Supply and need were not expected to change by 1992. The

group felt that this was a high priority area which must be
viewed as a major nationwide health problem.
They recommended
that (1) local epideiniologic studies -be conducted to determine
lodal injury problems; and, (2) the cede_ ' government support
the collection and analysis of state and local. morbidity data, as
well as the 5mplementation of local injury control programs.

The group made several recommendations applicable to all
These included:
(1) provide funds, possibly from the
transfer of-local service monies, to upgrade the knowledge and
-SkTrIS of IhdTViddals now in technical positions; (2) increase
support of training by the Federal government, possibly through
theSuperfund program; (3) encourage employers of environmental
areas.

health professionals to employ graduates of environmental health
porcgrams; and (4) develop an effective, affordable and accessible
continuing eduaation system.
In order to fill the data gaps re'ated to. the qualifications of practitioners and educational opportunities, Federal funding (possibly obtained from the transfer
of funds from Superfund) should be provided to support a survey
of the current work force.

5.6

ACADEMICIANS

During the workshop it was decided that a position paper on
Academicians would be prepared after the workshop was concluded
by the faculty participants. This paper would evaluate the position papers prepared by the five workgrups and determine the
estimates of the academician supply, demand and need based on the
estimates determined by the workgroups for the various environmental health work force specialties.

An environmental nealth acadeMician is defined as an individual qualified by education and practice to teach the princi72

pies and concepts of environmental health in either.a g radiate or
undergraduate -program; to conduct research on the fundamental
relationships of the physical, chemical and biological processes
that impaCt the 'environment and subsequently human health; and to
serve as a community resource for addressing environmental issues.

Professors of environmental health may be professionals
educated either in environmental health or in a field that contributes to the interdisciplinary nature of environmental health,
such :as:
the physical, biological and chemical sciences, health
cciences,' engineering, social and bahavioral sciences, administration, policy and planning.

ApproximPtely 70 percent of

graduate faculty and 85 percent of undergraduate faculty in environmental health were educated in a discipline other than environmental health.
The- majority of environmental health faculty

(65 - 75 percent) hold a doctoral degree.

Faculty without

lo,:torates are slowly being replaced by new individuals holding
doctorates.

A total of 2,065 academicians were estimated as composing
By 1992 this number would increase to 2,170.
The 1987 need for academicians is 2,275, 210 greater than the
supply. In 1992 the need was projected to be 2,629, exceeding
the supply by 459. The reasons for the growth in disparity
between need and eupply from 1987 to 1992 include the length of
the current supply.

time required to produce a new doctoral graduate, the competition

from _industry for 5 octoral graduates, and the additional
experience required by new doctoral graduates to become effective
teachers.

Recommendations by the faculty participants for addressing
increased needs for academicians included: 1) The creation of
new teaching programs, and 2) Providing incentives for new professors, including fellowships covering tuition and stipends;
active research p ograms in universities, cooperative programs
between government and industry, cooperative arrangements between
appropriate undergraduate departments and gra0uate environmental
health programs, and rsn-traditional programs to assist part-time
studies.
Retired environmental health scientists and engineers
seeking second careers were suggested as potential academicians.

Faculty participants believed that an adequate supply of
academicians is essential to meet needs for qualified personnel
in all the various environmental health specialties. A very high
priority must be placed on securing and maintairq.ng the supply of
this critical component of the work force.
Al
'nigh relatively
small in numbers, the environmental health acul
has a profound
impact on the status of the total work force.
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6.

CLOSI'lG REMARKS

Final words were provided by Larry Gordon in his closing
remarks to workshop participants.

It is regrettable that we have so much difficulty in
If data are not readily availablev prodeveloping needed data.
blets-cannot be defined nor can they be -solved. The workshop has
provided. data that should be very illuminating-and useful.
This has-been a most productive. eeting. The data
by -the. i(c) tic g ro ups are the best. available. and
Substantial Validity: _Howeveru there may be as question
=comparability of thedata. SeMe'greups:have chosen to

developed
they haVe
about .the

take in a

wider universe oftheenvirorimental healtkvorkjorce than did
others',,. although .each group-has. 'alearly-defined.th.:: universe
within its report: 'For the prefessiOnal work force, the data are

readily extractable, by separating: out the technicians, for
The water quality workgroup took in all the sewage
treatment plant and -water_ plant operators. _These_datacan be
example..

for- comparison

with the solid waste data (10bIlh did not
take in all the land -fill _operators) or the food protection estiadjusted

mates (which did not include all the food service managers and
managers of food plants). To obtain uniformity of interpretation
Some data manipulation and diipianation will be necessary to avoid

comparing apples and oranges and to assure that there is an intelligent-b'aSis for- discussion.

It is unfortunate that representatives of the Environmental
Protection Agency were unable to attend this workshop. EPA is a
health agency;" every one of its programs is a health program. It
was through the efforts of the public health people that the EPA
The Muskie report of the late 1960s which preceded
was created.

President Nixon's creation of the EPA by executive order,
complained that the ,Public Health Service (specifically, the
Consumer Protection and Environmental Health Service of the PHS)
was doing what legislators and the general public perceived as
too much research and was not engaged in enough action.- State

after state got their present configuration, to a significant
-degree, by default or abdication that took those programs out of
the public health uAbrella, Nevertheless they were public health

prograMs then and they still are today. About a dozen states
have a Department of Environmental Protection or Environmental
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Quality Council or a Bureau of Environmental Health in the health
department. In the interests of establishing communications the

director of each state EPA -- anC there are some 30 of them -should 'be contacted as a primary health official of the state.
Their programs are just as much health as are the so-called
personal health programs. Perhaps one way to promote closer
relationships is to make whatever efforts we can to subsume them
instead of building barriers.
The, data that have been produced by this workshop are interesting and they are as valid as we can make them. They should be
Very useful to the Buren of Health Professions which funded the
workshop as well as to people and agencies throughout the nation
who are concerned with protecting and promoting the health of our
citizens.
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EVALOltING THE ENVIRONNEXTAL'HEALTH WORKFORCE
julY 13 - 16, 1987
CONFERENCE AGENDA

Monday, July 11, 1187
4:00

-

6:00 p.m.

2egistration
Foxes Den

6:00

-

6:50 p.m.

_Reception

7:00

-

7:50 p.m.

Dinner

8:00

-

8:40 p.m.

Overview of the Conferek,cv

Meadow Room
Eugene Leiine
Project Director, Evaluating the Environmental
Health Workforce
.Levine ASSociates, Inc.
Faye G. Abdellah
Deputy Surgeon General, USPHS
William A. Robinson
Chief Medical Officer
Health Resources and Services Admi,listration
Thomas D. Hatch
Direcitor

Bureau of Health Professions, HRSA
8:40

-

9:10 p.m.

9:10

-

.Cl p.m.

9:20

-

9:30 p.m.

Opening Address:
"Evaluating the Environmental Health Workforce"
Larry J. Gordon
Secretary for Health and Environment
State of New Mexico

OuestioL and Answer Period

Closing Remarks and Adjournment
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Tuesdays July 1.4,.1q87

7:15

-

8:00 a.m.

8:00

-

8:10 a.m.

Breakfast

Opening Remarks
Meadow Room
Presentation of Commissioned Papers:
ftWorkforce Status and Outlook for Environmental
Health Professionalsti
Air
Ray Mohr
Air Pollution Control Division
Colorado Department of Health

8:10

-

8:20 a.m.

I.

8:20

-

8:30 a.m.

II. Water
John Conway
San Diego State University
San Diego, California

8:30

-

8:50 a.m.

Questions_ and Answers: related to Papers I - II.

9:00 a.m.

III. Milk/Food
C. Dee Clingman
Vice. President, Director, Quality Control
Red Lobster Restaurants, Orlando, Florida

8:50

Institutional Safety and Health
Joe Beck
Western Carolina University
Cullowhee, North Carolina

9:00

-

9:10 a.m.

IV.

9:10

-

9:30 a.m.

Questions and Answers: related to Papers III IV.

Hazardous Materials Management
Richard Wade
Strategic Organizational Systems International
San Francisco, California

9:30

-

9:40 a.m.

V.

9:40

-

9:50 a.m.

VI. Epidemiology/Toxicology/Risk Assessment
Christopher Schonwalder
National Institute for Environmental Health
Sciences

9:50

- 10:10 p.m.

Questions and Answers: Related to Papers V - VI.

10:10

- 10:30 a.m.

Break
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'Tuesday,- July 14, 1987

10:30

- 10:40 a.m.

VII. Radiological Health
Harold Lehman
Center for Devices and Radiological Health, FDA

10:40

- 10:50 a.m.

VIII. Occupational Safety and Health
David Fraser
University of North Carolina School of Public
Health, Chapel Hill, North Carolina

10:50- - 11:10 a.m.

Questions and Answers: related to Papers VII VIII.

11:10

- 11:20 a.m.

IX. Other Areas
George Kupfer
Bureau of Consumer Protection and Environmental
Health, Milwaukee, Wisconsin

11:20

- 11:30 a.m.

X.

11:30

- 11:50 a.m.

Questions"and Answers: related to Papers IX - X.

11:50

- 12:10 p.m.

XI. Academicians
Amer El-Ahraf
California State University, San Bernardino
San Bernardino, California

LandUse Planning and Management
Richard Roberts
Direotor; Environmental Health-Services
County of San Bernardino, California

Trenton Davis
East Carolina University

reenville, North Carolina
Anne Anderson
Tulane University School of Public Health and
Tropical Medicine, New Orleans, Louisiana
Gary Silverman
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio
12:10

- 12:20 p.m.

12:30

-

1:45

1:40 p.m.

- .2:30 p.m.

Questions and Answers: related to Paper XI.
Lunch
Charge tc, Workgroups

Meadow Room
Eugene Levine
2:30

-

5:30 p.m.

Mixligrouo Sessions
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7:00 p.m. -

Dinner
Cookout

Waegdatal
7:15

- 800 a.m.

Breakfast

8:00

- 11:30 a.m.

Staignititlegaigna

11:30

- 12:30 p.m.

SigneEdfiegifail

Meadow Roan
Reports fran Workgroups
12:30

- 1:50 p.m.

2:00

- 5:00 p.m.

6:30 p.m. -

SagX2111262filLiDDA

Dinner

Tharecuyijayjsuan
7:15

- 8:00 a.m.

=Want
fienexelfiesainn- Reports from Workgroups
and Discussion

8:00

-

8:30 a.m.

Group I:

8:30

-

9:00 a.m.

Group II: Milk/Food and Institutional Safety
and Health

9:00

- 9:30 a.m.

Group III: Hazardous Materials Management and
Epidemiology/Toxicology/Risk Assesment

9:30

- 10:00 a.m.

Group IV: Radiological Health and Occuaptional
Safety and Health

10:00

- 10:30 a.m.

Group
Other Areas and Land Use Planning and
Management

10:30

- 10:45 a.m.

MAIL

10:45

- 11:45 a,m.

alling=11XLMQ.1tha

Air and Water

Larry J. Gordon
Eugene Levine
12:00

- 1:00 p.m.

1:00 p.m. -

thnch
DepsirtUrailakiliaiDASSIfig.
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LIST OF CONFERENCE PARTICIPANTS

HANK

-

PHONE NUMBER

ADDRESS

John 3. Abraham

Environmental Health Specialist
Office of Health Assessment
Agency for Toxic Substance and
Disease Registry
1600 Clifton'Rd., N.E.
Atlanta, Georgia 30333

Ann Anderson

Tulane University Medical Center
504/588-5374
School of Public Health and
Tropical Medicine
Dept. of Environmental Health Sciences
1430 Tulane Avenue
New Orleans, Louisiana 70112

William C. Anderson

Executive Director
American Academy of Environmental
Engineers
Suite 206
132 Holiday Court
Annapolis, Maryland 21401

Joe E. Beck

Director
704/227-7113
Environmental Health Program
School of Nursing and Health Sciences
Western Carolina University
Cullowhee, NC 28723

Margaret Christensen

Occupation Health Coordinator
Group Health, Inc.
2829 University Avenue, S.E.
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55414

612/623-8723

C. Dee Clingman

Vice President, Director
Quality Control
Red Lobster Inns of America
P.O. Box 13330
Orlando, Florida 32859

305/851-0370

John B. Conway

Professor and Head
619/265-4776
Occupational and Environmental Health
Graduate School of Public Health
College of Human Services
San Diego State University
San Diego, California 92182-0405
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404/454-0735

301/266-3311

EAU

ADDRESS

PHONE NUMI3ra

Trenton Davis

Office of Academic Affairs
East Carolina University
Spillman 205
Greenville, NC 27834

919/757-6242

Nelson E. Fabian

Executive Director
National Environmental Health
Association
720 S. Colorado Blvd.
South Tower, Suite 970
Denver, Colorado 80222

303/756-9090

James Felsen

Division of Federal Occupational
and Beneficiary Health Services
Parklawn Building, Room 7-36
5600 Fishers Lane
Rockville, MD 20857

301/443-2257

David Fraser

Department of Environmental Health
Sciences and Engineering
School of Public Health
University of North Carolina
Chapel Hill, NC 27514

919/962-2101

Gary German

Director, State Training Branch
Food and Drug Administration
Parklawn Building, Bulsm 12-86
5600 Fishers Lane
Rockville, MD 20857

301/443-5871

Larry J. Gordon

Secretary for Health and Environment 505/872-2613
State of New Mexico
P.O. Box 968
Santa Fe, NM 87504-0968

Jack B. Hatlep

Associate Professor
Department of Environmental Health
School of Public Health and
Community Medicine
Unixersity of Washington
Seattle, Washington 98195

206/543-4252

Andrew A. Holten

National Environmental Training
Asespciation
1750 Deep Run Rd.
Whiteford, MD 21160

301/836!591
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PHONE NUMBER-

David Hoover

301/4434853

DeplitY :Direotor

P01.41,4P_Af Associated. and Dental
Health ^Professiona
Room 18.001; :Parklawn Building'

5600-Fishers Lane
ROCk4ille,.karyland
-Elizabeth Hudson

20857

National Institute of Environmental

919/541.63484

Health -Sciences
42".0r.-Bdi-12233--

ReseOch:Triangle-Park, NC
'Terry L._JOhnson

27709-

EnVironeentil.Specialitt
4141.onai:EnvirOmental Health
Assodiiiion

303/7569090.

720,S..Zelorado BlVd=.

South,ToWer, Suite 970
Denver, Colorado. 80222
Lawrence J. Krone

362/763-4731

State' 'of

Bureau Of Environmental Health

Sil*O:Like-Plaza
P.O. 00m 637
Dover, Delaware

George-Kupfer

19901

414/278-3676

Director-

BUreau-of Consumer Trotection.and
Environmental Health
City of-IMilWaukee- Health Department

Room,105,'MUniCiOal_Build#8
841-Northlroadway
Milwaukee; Wisconsin_ 53202
H. Harold Lehman

Chief,-Human,Resources Staff
Center tó' Devices and Radiological

301/443-2824

,Health

Food and Drug Administration
12720 tWinbrookParkway
Rockville, MD 20857
Sue:Madden

Public Health ,Foundation_
1220 L Street, lr.W.

202/898-5600

Suite 350
Washington, D.C. -20005

Nay Mohr

Air Pollution
Control Division
_
-Colorado Department of Health
4210 Raab 11th Avenue.
Denver, Colorado 80220
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303/331-8500

0:

1110k.

DDRESS

PHONE NUMMI

Timothy P. O'Leary

Associate Director, Health
-SafetY and Chemical Regulation
Chetical-Minufa0tUrera Assodiation
250114 Street,
Washington, D.C. .20037'

Peter G. Rentos

Scientist'Direotor
513/533-8221
Div. of-Trainidg and Manpower Devlopment
NatiOnal'Inatitute for Occupational
:SafeWaid-liealth:
Robert A.. Taft Laboratories
4676 Columbia Parkway
Cincineati,-Ohio 45226

banailipley

Corporate Industrial Hygienist
'Burlington Industries,
P.O. Box 21207
3330 West Friendley Ave.

202/887-1130

919/379-4666

GreetaborO, NC 27410
'Richard L. Roberts

Director
714/387-4688
EnvirOnmental Health Services
San Bernardino County
385 North Arrowhead
San-Bernardino, California 92415-0160

-Christopher-Schonwalder

National Institute of Environmental
Health Sciences

:

Research Triahgle Park, NC
Ellen-Shapiro

"Maurice.Shapiro

Gary Silverman

919/541-7634

27709

Public Health Foundation
1220 L Street, N.W.
Suite 350
Washington, D.C. 20005

202/898-5600

Graduate-School of Public Health
Room 219, Parren Hall
University of Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15261

412/624-4856

Director
419/372-8242
Envirdnmental Health Program
College of Health and Human Services
102 Health Center
-Bowling Green State University
Bowling-Green, Ohio 43404-0280
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ADDRESS

PHONE -NUMBER

Sanitarien-larectOr

U.S. Public Héàlth Service
ParklanBuüding, Room 4A-18.

.301/443-1930,

56(*Fishert;Lane
Rockvillev MD

20857'

Philadelphia Department of Public

215/875-5674

Room "350
500 S. 'Broad -Street
,philadelphia, PA 19146'

Richard -Wade

Executive-VicePresident

714/25%4620

Med=qoxAssociates, _Inc.
1431. Warner Avenue, Suite A
Tuitini _CA 92680

Sanitarian-Direotor
U.S. Publid-Health.Service.
Parklawn.-Building, Room-6A-55
5600 Fishers Lane
Rockville, MD 20857

301/443-4644

-Bent:Stern

Program Consultant,

301/4434757

Goverment-Project Officer

Environthent.ai Health

Webster- Young

Sponsor

Division Of Associated -and Dental
Health Professions
Parklawn Building, RoomSC -09
5600 Fishers s-Lane

Rockville- MD

20857

William Brooks

Chief ;-Public Health Professions
Branch
Division of Associated and Dental
Health Professions
Parkiawn Building, Room 8C-09
5600 Fishers Lane
Rockville, MD 20857

301/443-6757

Jerald McClendon

lieWity Chief, Public Health
Professions Branch
Division of Associated-and-Dental
Health-Professions 1
Parklawh Building, Room 8C-09

301/443-6757

5600 Fishers. Lane

Rockville, MD

20857
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Levine

_.

lissociatess, Inc

Levine
Eegene_tivAne
Donna--D. ,Maheney
Kerry 'Arnistrong

Staff Members
:Officer-irrCharge
Project, Director
Conference Manager
Conference Assistant

Bradford S. -Kolei, Jr.
Levine

'Barbara

Sheri Wilson

.Debra Zimmerman
Tod Sher
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EVALUATING_THE ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH WORKFORCE

July 13 - 16, 1907

GUIDE_ TO. -WORKGROW SESSIONS

Conference participants will be assigned to one of five work -'otdiiPation-al
group's which are diVidgd, into- -the:

-

Group I
Group II
Group III
Gioup

IV

Air; Water
Milk and Food; Institutional Safety and Health
Hazardous Materials Management; Epidemiology/
Toxicology/Risk Assessment
Radiological Health; Occupational Safety and
,Health

Group V
.

Land Use Planning and Management; Other Areas

There will be three workgroup sessions:

Tuesday, July 14:
Wednesday July 15:
Wednesday July 15:

'2:30 P.M. - 5:30

P.M.

8:00 A.M..-11:30 A.M.
2:00 P.M. - 5:00 P.M.

There will be two general sessions for presentation of workgroup
reports:
14ednesday,

Thursday,

July 15:
July 16:

11:30 A.M. - 2:30 P.M.
8:00 A.M. - 10:30 A.M.

Workgroup assignments are contained in Enclosure 3.

You will

note that academicians in environmental health will not be dealth

Each workgroup will give

with by a separate workgroup.

consideration to academicians as related to its own specialty
A special workgroup will be convened on Wednesday evening
tr: consider academician supply/demand/needs with input from the
other workgroups.
areas.

Workgroups will be chaired by a workgroup leader. A workgroup
reporter will be selected from the group to. give reports at
general sessions. A recorder from Levine Associates' staff will
be assigned to each group to tape record all workgroup sessions.
Larry 'Gordon, Barry Stern and others will circulate- from group to

group to answer questions and clarify issues as needed.
QueStions can also be addressed to authors of commissioned papers
who, although assigned to specific workgroups, will be. available
to respond to questions from. other groups.

A major objective of the workgroups

is

to arrive at

a

quantitative estimate of the supply, demand and needs in the ocEnclosure 6
cupatioilal specialities considered by the workgroup.
contains the table shell that each group is expected to complete
APPENDIX - 11
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by the 'end: of the workshop deliberations on Wednesday evening for

each of their specialties. These data will be shared with all
participants in the closing general session on Thursday morning.
-In making these estimates the group Will, use: (1)the material in
commissioned papers; (2)the backgroOnd material prepared by
Levine A0qp.fatese staff; (3)other data that will be brought to

tine -C-6nference by participants; and (4)participants' own
knowledge and judgment
For many' specialties these estimates
.

will result from nedUcated- guesses" of the group and this will be

indicated in the workgroup reports to help guide future uses -Of
the dete.

in addition to determining the, quantitative estimates, the workgroups will consider the factors that impact on supply, demand
and needs in 'their specialties, areas of greatett shortages and
Ways of meeting shortages. The workgroups should also develop a
data Collection methodology plan for obtaining =more definitive
infOrr-datioh, on their specialties-.

Thus, while a specific agenda is not provided for the workgroup
sessions it is expected that the following topics will be discusted by each group and included in the final report of the group
to be presented at the general session on Thursday morning.
1.

Definition of environmental health workforce with
particular reference to the specialties considered by
the workgroup.

2.

Current and future status of supply/demand/needs in the
various specialty areas.

3.

Factors impacting on supply/demand/needs, currently and
in the future.

A.

Meeting the demand/needs for environmental

health

personnel.
5.

Setting priorities for an adequate workforce.

6.

A plan for collection of data on the environmental
health workforce.

Within this framework, of topics, the

manner and pace with which
each topic will be discussed will determined by the group. To
help guide workgroup discussions the following pages present a
description of these six topics and contain suggested questions
that could be addressed by participants in their discussions.
This material is presented with recognition that each workgroup
may not be able to adequately cover each topic in the time allotted.
Each group is free to pursue the discussion of its assigned
specialty areas in the- manner that it sees fit. The one topic
that must be addressed by all worlcgroups 'is the quantitative
APPENDIX = 12
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estimate of supply, demand and need. The final report of each
group, to be presented at the general session on Thursday
morning, should use the following outline:
=1.

2.

3.
4.

1.

Background
Estimates of supply/demand/needs
Recommendations for addressing shortages
Methodology for filling data gaps

Definition of Environmental Health Workforce

Discussion of this topic will attempt to arrive at a workable
Conceptually
definition of the environmental health workforce.
what is the most desirable categorization of areas, specialties
and work settings for measurement purposes, to determine
educational programs, and for planning? Eac% workgroup should
clearly define the occupational specialtiet for which it is
responsible.

2.

Current and Future Status of Supply/Demand/Needs.

The focus of this topic is on the assessment, quantitatively, of

the supply/demand/needs in each specialty.

The group will

collate data from the commissioned Papers and make an appraisal
of the overall situation, using the table shell in Enclosure 6.

The precision of each estimate tor lack thereof) should be
indicated in the reports from each workgroup.
3.

II,-

f

-

I

the Future.

The focus of thiS%discussion topic is to explore the important
factors that are impacting on the environmental health workforce
supply, demand and needs, both today and in the next five years.
Reecipmeudations arising from consideration of this topic should
consider the need for assessing the impact of these factors in
planning to meet the needs of the various specialty areas. In
formulating these recommendations, the group might consider the
following issues and questions:
o

What environmental health problems are currently being
addressed

-- adequately?

inadequately?

o

What are the important environmental health problems that
will impact on workforce supply/demand/needs in
the next five years.

o

How will problems be translated into programs?
`APPENDIX - 13

o

What programs are likely to be supported to meet these
problems?

o

Where 'will the support ,for programs come from -- Federal
government, state and local government, private industry?

o

Where will, government and industry receive, its workforce
- fredh out of schools, re-training.

o

Is the current workforce prepared` to meet -future
,identified needs?
ready?

4.

If not, why not?

How can they become

Meeting the Demand/Needs for Environmental Health Personnel
.

-

In this topic the group will assess existing educational programs

and other programs that impact on supply/demand/needs of the
specialty areas assigned to the group.

Recommendations should be

directed at ways in which educational and other programs.can
enhance the supply, both quantitatively and qualitatively.
sues and questions to be considered are:
o

Is-

Are we meeting the demand for environmental health
personnel?

o

Delineation of competencies, skills and functions in
environmental health workforce.

o

Roles of schools of public health and undergraduate, and
graduate programs outside, schools of public health in
providing educational preparation.

o

Coordination between education

o

Non-academic approaches to enhancing the supply

the

and training in
environmental health and requirements of the workplace.
of

environmental health personnel.
o

Roles of government and private industry in providing
financial support for enhancing the workforce supply.

o

Maintaining standards of quality of the workforce -credentialing in environmental health.

o

Substitution of personnel in meeting demand.

o

Expandibility of the environmental, health professions
training establishment -- lead times, sources of faculty,
in-service .training as a substitute for degree programs,
etc.
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o

5.

How can we effectively educate people quickly to meet the
demand.

Betting Priorities for an Adequate Environmental Health
Workforce:, Quantitative and Qualitative.

discussion will delineate areas of greatest need in the
environmental health workforce. It should view the workforce
wholistically, determining, possible tradeoffs among different
areas and specialties.
o

Issues and questions include:

Can the environmental health workforce be viewed as a
relatively well-defined, homogenous group?

o

What are the consequences of a significant shortage in an
area or specialtyT

o

What are cost-effective approaches to alleviating
shortages?

o

What is a realistic time-table to provide solutions to
workforce problems?

o

What are the roles of government, private industry, and
professional associations in alleviating shortages?
V.

eg

6.

oi

ny

II

-

Workforce.

The objective of this topic is for each group to determine appropriate methodology for filling data gaps in their specialty
The following questions and issues can help guide the
areas.
discussion of this topid.

How can we accurately measure the environmental health
workforce?
o

What are cost-effective approaches to measuring the
workforce.

o

Collection, uses, and dissemination of data.

Who is

responsible for what?
o

Relationship of environmental health workforce data and
data on other health personnel.

o

Establishment of a data retrieval system to obtain data
on the workforce. Who should be responsible for such a
What is a realistic timetable for the developsystem?
ment of such a system?
.
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EVALUATING THE: ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH WORK FORCE
DEFINITIONS OF KEY, TERMS

A.

GENERAL TERMS

Accreditation: The process by which an agency or organization
evaluates a program of study, or an institution, as meeting
certain predetermined standards.
Certification; The process by which a nongovernment agency or
association grants recognition to persons meeting predeter=

mined qualifications specified by

that, agency

or

association.

Credentialing:
The recognition of professional or technical
competence by, the federal or state government, private professional groups, and certifying organizations.
Ti" ! number of funded positions in a given occupation,
.whethpt filled or unfilled.

agumid.:

Environmental Health: The systematic development, promotion, and
cohdUct of measures which modify or otherwise control those
external factors in the indoor and outdoor environment which
might cause illness; disability or discomfort through interaction with the human system. This includes not only health
and< safety factors, but also aesthetically desirable conditions in accordance with community demands and expectations.

An individual whose employment or- job function in environmental health has a clear

Environmental Health Practitioner:
public health implication.

Environmental Health Professional:
An environmental health practitioner whose educational background includes, at a minimum, a baccalaureate degree in the major components of environmental health and the basic public health sciences of
epidemiology and biostatistics and whose primary focus is on
protecting human health.
Licensure:

The process by which a state government agency grants
permission to persons meeting predetermined qualifications
to engaged in a given occupation.

Seed:

The number of persons in a given occupation judged as
required to produce a desirable level of service.
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Operator:

An environmental bealth-practitioner.qualified by education, training and practice to manage plant and systems
processes necessary for environmental health contrl and
preVention activities. Certification is usually required.

Other {Professional in Environmental Health):
An environmental
-health practitioner who holds as a minimum a baccalaureate
degree, but whose primary academic focus was on areas other
than protecting human health (for example, geologists, engineers, biologists, physicists and chemists).
Pbsition Vacancy :' An unfilled position in a given occupation
_Which is being recruited for.

Registration:

The process by which qualified individuals are

listed on an official roster maintained.by a governmental or
nongovernmental agency/board. Registration may also require
minimum practice standards.
Shortage.:
$11223.4:

Demand exceeds supply.

The number of qualified personnel available to practice

a given occupation, including those employed

(or self-

employed) and thode seeking employment in the occupation.
Surplus:

Supply exceeds demand.

Technician: An environmental health practitioner qualified by
education, training and practice to operate sampling, monitoring and other data-gathering equipment in the conduct of
environmental health control and prevention activities. The
minimum education level is specialized training.
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A.

SPECIALTIES

Air Quality Personnel; Environmental health practitioners responsible for assuring air quality that fosters the health,
welfare, comfort and convenience of the communitY,,

Environmental health professionals who delop, implement and evaluate environmental epi-deMiologici). investigations, including observational and
experimental studies of the relationships between etiological, Statistical and mathematical tools, to identify the

Environmental Epidemiologists:

causes of disease in human. populations.

Environmental health professionals
Environmental Toxicologists:
who determine the adverse health effectS, and the mechanisms
of thoae effects, resulting .from exposure, to physical, chemical and biologidal aspects in the human environment.
Eazardous Materials Managers and Support Personnel: Environmenbal he41th practitioners responsible for the control acid managemeift-Of materials that are potentially hazardous, from
the point of extraction of raw products to their ,elemental
destruction, transformation into non-hazardous materials, or
AispoSal in controlled facilities.

Environmental health practitionHousing Maintenance Personnel:
ers involved in the regulation of housing, including zoning
and-occupancy approvals, elimination of nuisances and regular inspection, to assure that minimum standards of health
and safety are met.

Environmental health professionals who
identify and solve potentially hazardous problems by measuring and assessing harmful chemical, physical and. biological
agents in the work environment.

industrialsHigienists:

Environmental health practition,Injury MonWorkplace) Control:
ers 'Concerned with the identification and elimination of

potentially hazardous construction or conditions, and the
'education of the publid in order to prevent unintentional,
non - occupational and non-motor vehicle accidents or injuries.

InstItutonal Environmental Health Managers/Scientists: Environmental health professionals responsible fof the control of
biological, physical 'and chemical factors which effect the
community's health and degrade the quality of life in the
institutional setting.
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/and -Use. Planners andsManagers: 'EnVironmerital _health professi
'Who ',re-vies./ land- use 'proposals to assesg, environmental

impacts and evaluate-=health risks, and recommend actions
protect the public from exposure to disease and
other-`,health and safetY hazards and willprotect the envi.,

thatWjli

-ronMents.fedin: degradation..

Milk and` =Food- Personnel:
-

Environmental health practitioners con-

-cerried-with the ;rotectiOn of the milk and food supply
against contamination frot biological, chemical and physical
'haiarde from source

to

consumer.

:No'i'se - Control Personnel-:
Environmental health ,Practitioners who
;Pre-Vent'
of ':hearjhg, minimize the psychological effects
of noise -, and reduce the nuisance faCtors associated with

loss-

0

'Occupation-al Health "Nurses:

and rehabilitative

Registered nurses who provide acute

'Caret and participate in preventive and

,healthmainterianCe "prograMe for workers.

Occupational-Health-Physicians:
Physicians who conduct medical
practices, -diagnosis and t.;:eatment activities, direot
departments in the workplace, and collaborate with other
occupational safety. and health ,personnel to identify, investigate and prevent the reoccurrence of occupational safety
and health problems.'
Occupational Safety Personnel:
Environmental health practitione'rs, who Plan,' develop, implement and adminiSter injury con to Identify and correct hazardous conditions
that may cause injury to employees, damage to equipment and
fadilitieS, or loss of materials.

rol

itadiblogical Health Personnel:
Environmental health practitioners 'responsible for proteCting workers and the general public from ionizing and non - ionizing radiation hazards.

Solid Waste Managers and Support Personnel: Eavironmental health
practitioners. responiible for they planning, administration
and. `regulation of storage, transportation and disposal of
solid waste.
Vector Control:
Environmental health practitioners responsible
surveillance andi3Oontrol of rodents, insects and other
:vectors of public health and economic importance to prevent
disease, injury, death and substantial economic losba

for

Environmental health practitioners who
itsigtaitL2Aramula
water pollution from municipal and industrial
i

control
sources in, order to aSsure water quality that
health, welfare, comfort and convenienCe_ of the

water Supply.lierEohnel:

Environmental

fosters the
cOmmunity.

health practitioners responsible for: the supply of safe and acceptable water to the
public to prevent disease.
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